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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
3D Printing of Static and Hybrid Dynamic Biomaterial Scaffolds for Tissue
Engineering
by
John Jamison Warner
Doctor of Philosophy in Nanoengineering
University of California, San Diego, 2017
Professor Shaochen Chen, Chair
Professor Michael Heller, Co-Chair

Fueled by research that biological cells respond strongly to physical
cues as well as to molecular signals, we used continuous projection stereo
lithography to create 3D printed biomaterial scaffolds for mammalian cells.
Relying on the high resolution and flexibility of our system, we demonstrate the
utility of transferring complex designs into various photopolymerizable
materials. This capability affords us the opportunity to mimic natural structures.
Under certain circumstances, some natural structures which represent
optimized configurations created by physical processes occurring in one
medium are able to be transferred to another material, thus conferring these

xvi

attributes to a new environment. This fabrication method has also been
implemented in creating dynamic multilayer auxetic mesh skeleton structures
to similarly convey counter-intuitive negative Poisson’s ratio manipulations of
force and movement to an outer-skin material absent of such characteristics.
We also show the versatility in spatially patterning various biomaterials to both
localize and couple multiple material properties including adhesive hydrogels
and modular green-chemistry polyurethanes. Based on this data, pattern
complexity may be useful in helping understand simple underlying trends
behind cell organization, mechanical energy storage of tendon models, and
choosing materials for biomaterial scaffolds.
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Chapter 1: Printing Biomaterial Scaffolds for Tissue Replacement
Biological cells respond to geometric cues, as well as to biochemical
and mechanical stimuli1–4. Recent progress in micro- and nano-technology has
allowed researchers to create simple microtopographies that can be used to
examine the effect of geometric cues on cellular behavior5,6. Knowledge of
changes in cell mechanics and morphology in response to geometric cues is
important for understanding the basic behavior of cells during development
and pathological processes. With such information, tissue engineering directed
towards creating artificial complex organs and consistent controlled organsystem models is closer to realization. Current methods resort to harvesting7
tissue with few synthetic options, however understanding geometric cues
enables us to build biomaterial constructs for tissue models and eventually
tissue replacement.
Some weaknesses in the current model of standardized medicine are
being increasingly addressed by the concept of individualized medicine, which
may better accommodate more efficient and less toxic patient treatment.
However with this transition, efficiency priorities must also shift. Currently, cost
per treatment and length of stay are primary metrics. However, because
individualized medicine requires higher complexity solutions in terms of
delivering treatment and diagnosis, higher initial operating costs with more
permutations of individualized drugs are likely predicted. This focus moves the
emphasis of efficiency towards longer term goals, such as engineering more
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flexible products to meet the specifics of each patient and repairing aliments
rather than merely treating symptoms.
Gene therapy, epigenetic modification, and microflora replacement are
ideal means of utilizing the body’s machinery to repair itself. However for
mechanic-like repair, few can argue that replacement tissue is not
advantageous. 3D fabrication methods capable of generating multiple specific
“perfect” pieces from a “common” stock material match the concepts found in
personalized medicine and avoid the potential for large “dead” inventories and
wasted or expired material. As an example, a minimum stock of every
replacement part need not be kept if you can 3D print those specific pieces.
The source and means of acquiring such replacement tissue is often a
moral debate. However steps towards tissue regeneration, such as tissue
replacement and tissue models for drug testing and diagnostics, provide a
means to help the aging population live more productive and potentially more
fulfilling lives that otherwise might be met with debilitation. Using biomaterials
to replace tissue and provide individualized tissue models for testing,
biomaterial scaffolding can provide more specific ways to extend the functional
life of people.
Cells require organization to facilitate tissue formation, and the majority
of cell types show increased viability when attached to a scaffold. We
anticipate the physical cues provided by micro-topographies of 3D printed
biomaterial scaffolds with tunable stiffness as the best, although most infantile,
means to create synthetic scaffolds for cost effective implementation. Organ

3

transplants are often limited by availability and allogenic rejection criteria
(MHC/HLA matching). Advancements using intact decellularized organ extracellular matrix (ECM) seeded with autologous cells as a transplant organ,
provide exceptional promise, but also at exceptional cost. This methodology
directs scientists towards one inevitable pathway of intense moral and ethical
debate of organ harvesting initially from animals, however as an extreme
measure, possibly using cloned human parts or chimeras. Because of these
reasons, synthetic scaffold technology needs to be explored more thoroughly.
Figure 1.1 visually explains this concept with a rudimentary vision of mimicking
portions of natural tissue via synthetic or “designed” methods, and
reintegrating these structures, coatings, and cell mixtures together to create a
functioning artificial tissue.

Figure 1.1: Illustration of a concept of tissue deconstruction for systematic synthetic
reconstruction. Natural tissues are compartmentalized into synthetic “controllable” equivalents
for reassembly into a reconstructed designed organ.

4

1.1

CELL DEPENDENCE ON SIMPLE PHYSICAL CUES
Cell scaffolds are important because physical cues in the immediate

nano- and micro-environments affect cell fate and function. Although signaling
molecules are an integral component of nearly all signaling cascades affecting
gene regulation, which result in differentiation, a portion of these role
modifying pathways may be initiated or influenced by physical means alone.
Solely altering physical cues such as topography has been shown to facilitate
cell alignment, positioning, loading capacity, migration, survivability and effect
proliferation2,3,6. Simply varying the stiffness of bulk material is one method
being used to differentiate progenitor cells; the mechanism seems to involve
strain sensitive mechano-proteins (talin / viculin) found at focal adhesion sites
near the cell exterior, which inevitably lead to later transcription events3.
Consequently, two major components of cell behavior 1) growth (proliferation /
migration) and 2) differentiation can be modified merely by various physical
stimuli. As such, these components are the primary means to utilize with
synthetic scaffolds.
1.2

SCAFFOLDS TO MIMIC THE DESIRED CELLULAR ENVIRONMENT
Areas of regenerative medicine take advantage of this localized

phenomenon, seeking to mimic native cell microenvironments to achieve
organized cell function appropriate for natural tissues or organs. This has been
most notably achieved through reusing natural (i.e., allogenic) organ scaffolds.
In 2007, a functional rat heart valve was recreated in a bioreactor from a

5

decellularized heart extracellular matrix and seeded cells 8. Although complex
organs still require a natural decellularized ECM template, simpler organs (i.e.
bladder) have been created with completely artificial scaffolds. Spin-off
theories involve mimicking early developmental forms of the tissue or organ to
facilitate the nascent flexibility of cells to more seamlessly integrate with
repaired tissue. Provided that natural “early-development” scaffolds or
matrices will be more difficult or unavailable to isolate due to ethical and
technical constraints, there may exist a stronger need to attune artificial
scaffolds to create such conditions. Additionally, faster and more flexible tools
may be desirable to facilitate the many permutations required to create such
nascent cellular environments for influencing cell behavior.
1.3

MATERIALS TO MIMIC POTENTIAL FORCES IN CELLULAR ENVIRONMENTS
Materials for cellular scaffolds more recently tend toward polymers of

various materials that exhibit elastic or less rigid behavior with highly malleable
properties that can be tuned to largely mimic the native environment of cells.
Hydrogels provide water absorbent elastic properties that are often
biocompatible. Though many polymerizable hydrogels can be easily adapted
for photo-polymerization, the feature resolutions associated with rigid materials
are not obtainable (DMD-PP ~1 x103 nm, TPP ~2 x102 nm, CMOS ~19 nm).
Despite this drawback, these highly porous materials can be increasingly
cross-linked to vary the Young’s modulus and pore size over the entirety of the
bulk. In addition, due to the ability for photo-polymerization, these materials
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are conducive for building mechanical structures from patterns of light or lightbased templates. Examples include: polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA),
colagen,

gelatin,

hyluronic

acid,

and

gelatin

methacrylate

(GelMa)

polyacryalmide.
1.4

DYNAMIC MECHANICAL STRUCTURAL PATTERNS
Scaffolds need not be passive or static. Some experiments show that

pulsatile tension and fluid flow can encourage interconnection and alignment
of cells9. Individual cell studies observe that tension force exerted on a cell is
transmitted throughout the cell via the cytoskeletal elements. Microtubules, a
portion of the cytoskeletal network, happen to connect cell junctions10, so this
provides intuitive support for how mechano-pulsation may interact with
biological pathways to increase cell junctions11, and thus increase cell-cell
connectivity and interaction leading to tissue formation.
Many biomaterials used for scaffolds are polymers created in bulk. We
can impose a more complex superstructure to modulate force without affecting
the elasticity of the bulk material. Structurally dynamic scaffolds can be used in
place of slabs, if the architecture is sufficiently small. Implementing a dynamic
structure provides an extra layer of customization to mimic biological systems,
or optimize a material for a particular biological role. Internal and external
physical forces can be made more uniform, concentrated, mitigated,
redirected, or coupled to perform alternate tasks. This allows the structure to
be a preprogrammed tool for the user to control stress. As an example, the
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easiest way to stretch a cell is not using nano-tweezers. Due to the small area
and forces involved, this may tear the cell. Optical trapping via light tweezers
or microclamping might be more suitable, though may be time prohibitive
when dealing with a tissue composed of a million or more cells. Imbuing
scaffolds with dynamic properties to affect “systems” of cells instead of
individual cells is sometimes more favorable.
Most previous research in this area has focused on cell responses to
two-dimensional simple structures because of the difficulty of fabricating such
microstructures. Mask-less dynamic optical projection stereolithography
(DOPsL) printing was chosen over other technologies because of design and
material flexibilities for numerous micro-geometric cues, localized stiffness
moduli, biocompatibility, and scalability12,13. The flexibility is attributed to the
digital mask-less design with the scalability for production arising from the
parallel projection methodology. This additive manufacturing process provides
more flexibility than contact-based physical stamps or moulds that often
require ion milling at some point in the mask fabrication process, which makes
template tunability expensive and slow. Despite a ~10+ fold resolution
advantage and innate 3D polymerization confinement, two-photon lithography
is less ideal because of instrument cost and the relatively slow serial lightwriting method. Scale-up, given the current state of technology is expensive, if
created in parallel without two-photon hologram polymerization14. Inkjet
printing is closer in comparison, providing faster fabrication times than other
serial methods and has some advantages in creating 3D structures with
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overhanging features. However the system still requires printing temporary
supports, microfluidics delivery, slower scale-up while maintaining resolution,
and shows more difficulty with increasingly viscous polymer materials.
Materials were chosen to facilitate photo-fabrication on the DOPsL platform
and localize stress moduli conducive to cell objectives using hydrogels,
polyurethane acrylates, polyurethane thiol-ene, and DNA.
1.5

FABRICATION OF HYDROGEL/PU/DNA STRUCTURES
Scaffolds can be produced via photo-polymerization. As alluded to,

these fabrication methods utilize light to spatially localize polymerization within
a liquid gel. Two notable methods to achieve direct photo polymerization
include 1) using a Digital Mirror Device (DMD) for spatial light modulation as a
digital template or “virtual mask” for nano-projection printing and 2) exploiting
two photon polymerization (2PP) characteristics of a condensed Ti-sapphire
pulse laser beam to draw a structure. Both DMD projection printing (DMD-PP)
and 2PP can use polymers which can be optimized through varying
concentrations of photoinitiator, quencher, and absorber to achieve desired
fabrication results.

9

Figure 1.2: Two Photon Polymerization (2PP) volume of pulse laser beam with associated
photon density cross-sectional z-stack correlated to intensity and position.

The key differences in the technologies are speed, resolution, and the
method of construction of multilayer or 3D segments. The DMD-PP fabricates
scaffolds as layer cross-sections relatively quickly in parallel production
fashion due to the image projection photopolymerization method employed.
The scaffold materials are constrained to energy in the UV-visible spectrum of
light currently tolerated by the DMD chip responsible for the maskless design
of DOPsL. The digital image mask generated by the DMD can be electrically
changed to virtually any 2D image slice of 1920 x 1080 pixels in fractions of a
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second, which eliminates the need for more expensive and slower to produce
masks. The 2PP is slower because the design is currently limited to serial
fabrication. The focal point of the laser draws the structure thus requiring
complete harmonization of relative speed, movement, and energy intensity.
However, as seen in Figure 1.2, 2PP has a higher resolution for the same
wavelength of light as DOPsL. The two-photon event is probabilistic based on
spatial and temporal location of one photon relative to another photon in the
same phase. 2PP appears as a threshold event at a certain density along a
normal distribution, normally only achieved within the focal point of a pulse
laser. The higher energy from a 2PP event can be absorbed by a photoinitiator
molecule, which is normally unaffected by lower wavelength energy. Though
this resolution can be substantially higher, current constraints of materials
require less energetic light normally used in the DMD-PP.
The DMD-PP is capable of multilayer construction of 3D scaffolds or
simple 3D layers and is readily scalable and relatively easy because template
directed layer polymerizing occurs simultaneously. Comparatively, 2PP can be
focused more precisely within a focal plane, therefore is capable of more
complex designs (hollowed features). However, more careful consideration of
the order of construction must be taken when using softer materials as there
exists an increased potential of collapse or shifting under the structures own
weight, when building in a serial fashion.
Using the DMD-PP methodology, we demonstrate a high resolution
fabrication method capable of transferring optimized static patterns over
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relevant scales to other mediums, transferring programmed macrostructure
architectures to unit-cells in order to escape normal property constraints of
bulk structures, and using of modular chemistries to further increase the
elastomeric property localization of biomaterial scaffolds for cells.
Scaffold microtopography has been relatively underexplored and
remains poorly understood, despite the fact that it too has been shown to
strongly influence cell behavior. Microgrooved substrates have been used to
support the adhesion, alignment, and proliferation of various cell types, while
cyclic stretching of mesenchymal stem cells on substrates enhances
differentiation into vascular cells6,15. Pursuit of this field of expertise is required
to gain underlying insight to build soft tissue replacement scaffolds and tissue
models important for individualized medicine.

Chapter 2: Design and 3D Printing of Hydrogel Scaffolds with Fractal
Geometries
2.1

ABSTRACT
Structures that exhibit fractal geometries are typically self-similar and

iterative. Fractal patterns appear in nature as approximations of mathematical
abstractions, yet exist as artifacts of specific processes having reached
optimized conditions in the presence of various forces and movements. In this
paper, we focus on 3D printing of fractal geometry using computer designed
and user adjusted patterns. Various biocompatible hydrogel structures were
printed from a photopolymerizable poly (ethylene glycol) diacrylate via
maskless stereolithography. This digital micromirror device based projection
printing platform is capable of imbuing fractal topographic patterns into a more
cell accommodating medium.

Several fractal structures were printed

mimicking the energy and material pattern optimization achieved by fractal
geometries found in nature. The resulting structures were confirmed with
bright field and SEM microscopy. Complex geometries were obtained at many
angles, and various heights that exhibited self similar geometries. The
surfaces of the hydrogel structures were conjugated with fibronectin cell
adhesion protein and then seeded with cells. Fluorescent staining of actin and
nuclei for both murine myoblast cells and human mesenchymal stem cells
were conducted to determine the feasibility of these designed cell adhesive
topographies to influence aggregate cells. This flexible and versatile platform
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can be extended to fabricate other complex biomimetic designs for biological
applications, such as tissue engineering.
Keywords:3D printing, hydrogel, fractal, DMD, DOPsL
2.2

INTRODUCTION
Fractal

geometry

structures

are

typically

iterative

self-similar

patterns16,17. Fractal patterns in nature are artifacts of conditions reached
during specific processes that represent useful optimization when organizing
materials with regards to forces within a specific medium18,19. Such natural
optimization can be found in the bifurcation of lungs 19–23, wild-type and
cancerous pulsatile vasculature networks18,23–26, the columnar packing of the
liver27, and the packing of the seeds in sunflowers and pineapples28,29. With
the ubiquitous existence of fractal patterns in nature, there has been great
interest in the bioengineering field to engineer and utilize fractal patterns to
study biological questions, such as identifying diseased afflicted cell growth 24–
26,

screening cells21,25,30,31, and investigating cell proliferation behaviors32,33.
Several manufacturing methods have been used to fabricate different

designs of engineered fractal scaffolds, including freeze-drying34,35, salt
leaching36,37, electrospinning35,38, and fiber deposition35,37. Most of these
approaches are limited to the overall control of the bulk property of the scaffold
and lack the flexibility to tune the fractal design regionally and precisely. The
resulting geometries from many of these conventional manufacturing methods
are typically fibrous in nature, and “randomly” organized. These primary
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characteristics emphasize a “roughened” surface area which improves cell
growth6,22,31 and explains the continued use in bio-applications. However, in
order to fabricate geometries with precise control, micro and nanomanufacturing approaches, such as photolithography18,22,39,40, inkjet printing35,
laser sintering41–45, fused deposition18,22,37, have been used instead. However,
these manufacturing techniques have limitations in resolution, speed or 3Dfabrication capability. Highly complex fractal structures involving large scales
can be time-consuming to fabricate with these precision manufacturing
methods.
The digital micromirror device (DMD) based projection printing emerges
as a high-throughput 3D micro/nano manufacturing technique, offering
micrometer resolution, superior fabrication speed46,47 and a high degree of
pattern flexibility48 and scalability. Recently, we have demonstrated a dynamic
optical projection stereolithography (DOPsL) method for printing complex 3D
micro-architectures12 with various photopolymerizable materials such as poly
(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA), glycidal methacrylate-hyaluronic acid,
and gelatin methacrylate42,49. These printed hydrogels have shown great
biocompatibility for cell seeding and encapsulation50.
Here we report the development and application of the DOPsL platform
to engineer biomimicking and user-defined fractal patterns. 3D hydrogel
structures were printed according to simple mathematical models and complex
biomimetic fractal designs. Various structures composed of channels and
ridges of varying height and width were printed for the biomimetic fractal
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patterns. Murine myoblast cells were seeded on the printed fractal scaffolds to
demonstrate the biocompatibility of these printed fractal scaffolds in the
biological studies. With the superior flexibility and versatility of the DOPsL
platform, we were able to fabricate closely packed fractal structures featuring
highly complex designs.
2.3

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION:

2.3.1 Material preparation
Acrylic

acid,

5-Benzoyl-4-hydroxy-2-methoxybenzenesulfonic

acid

(HMBS), poly (ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA, Mn = 575), and 2,2,6,6tetramethylpiperdine 1-oxyl (TEMPO) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
High purity water was produced by an in-house Millipore® system with a
resistivity reading 18.2 MΩ upon collection. Irgacure 651, Irgacure 819 and
Irgacure 2959 were purchased from Ciba Chemistry. They are photoinitiators
generating chemical free radicals when exposed to ultraviolet (UV) light. The
solubility of Irgacure 651 is suitable for 100% PEGDA solution, while Irgacure
2959 is suitable for 50% PEGDA in water solution. Irgacure 819 is soluble in
100% PEGDA and has an optical profile more comparable to the UV light
source used, despite being more reactive to ambient light. TEMPO mitigates
free radical migration distance thus reducing structure bleeding while creating
higher aspect ratio structures. HMBS absorbs UV light and increases a
gradient against UV light penetration into the structure, providing a better
means to control structure height. Acrylic acid polymerizes into the acrylate
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polymerization chain, anchoring carboxylate functional groups for later
chemical conjugation to a peptide. For the 50% PEGDA in water solution,
equal volumes of PEGDA and MilliQ® water were mixed in a glass container
protected from light. TEMPO [0.01% w/v], HMBS [0. 1% w/v], acrylic acid
[1.0% v/v] and Irgacure 2959 [1.0% w/v] were added to the solution. The
mixture was stirred with a magnetic bar while heated to 60˚C for 1-3 hours.
The resulted 50% PEGDA solution was used to fabricate the structures
presented in Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 4, and Figure 5 image A. Figure 3 was
printed with TEMPO [0.01% w/v], HMBS [0.1% w/v], and Irgacure 819 [1.0%
w/v] to demonstrate z control of the increased polymerization penetration. For
the final 100% PEGDA solution, Irgacure 651 [2.00% w/v] and TEMPO [0.04%
w/v] were added to PEGDA. The resulting 100% PEGDA was used to
fabricate the structure presented in Figure 4 image B.
2.3.2 DOPsL system setup
Figure 1A shows the laboratory built DOPsL system used for fabrication
of hydrogel fractal geometries. 3D digital models built with computer-aided
design software (Autodesk® Inventor / Autodesk® AutoCAD) or a simple
indexed color map relating height in .png format 51 are converted to 2D bitmap
slices (MATLAB) and uploaded to the DMD chipset (1920x1080, Discover
4000 digital light processing (DLP), Texas Instruments). This bitmap
information is translated to spatially tilt a pattern of micromirrors on the DMD
chip. The UV light is reflected by the micromirrors and projected through the
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condensation optics to a focal point within the stage area. A stage controller
(Newport) is used to manage the 3-axis stage movement, while the UV source
light (Omnicure S2000) was directed via a light guide toward the DMD chip at
a specific angle to facilitate light reflection through the projection optics to the
stage. The Omnicure halogen bulb produces a light spectrum filtered to
320nm~500nm. A Newport (model 1918) power meter was used to determine
the light intensity (1.3 x 103 mW/cm2 for polymers prepared with I2959 and
I651; 6.5 mW/cm2. Exposure times ranged from 7 to 20 seconds depending on
the aperture of light. The DMD chip, the stage and the UV light source are
controlled by a desktop computer. The pre-polymer is confined between a
coverslip and a slide and can be transitioned through the z dimension as the
pattern changes. Additionally, the structure can be removed once printed,
rinsed, and printed with another layer of a different prepolymer solution.
2.3.3 Scaffold functionalization
Available carboxyl groups from the copolymerization of acrylic acid and
PEGDA were utilized for amine-carboxyl mediated coupling of fibronectin to
the

hydrogel

carbodiimide

scaffold.

A

hydrochloride

solution
(EDC)

of

1-ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl]

[0.15

M]

(Thermofisher)

and

N-

hydoxysuccinimide (NHS) [0.12 M] (Thermofisher) was prepared in 2(morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) buffer at pH 5. The hydrogel scaffolds
were immediately incubated in the prepared working solution for 2 hours.
Samples were briefly rinsed with Dulbecco's phosphate-buffered saline
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(DPBS, pH 7.4, Gibco) and then the excess solution was removed. Fibronectin
at a concentration of 1mg/mL was dispensed on the sample surface and
allowed to incubate for 24 hours at 4˚C protected from light. The residual
fibronectin was rinsed and removed, and the samples were sterilized without
solution under a UV lamp for ~30 minutes.
2.3.4 Cell culture and seeding
The human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC’s) were cultured in growth
medium consisting of high glucose DMEM (Gibco), fetal bovine serum (10%
v/v) (Hyclone), L-glutamine (1%) (Gibco), and penicillin / streptomycin (50
units/mL) (Gibco). Murine myoblasts C2C12 (ATCC) were cultured in growth
medium consisting of high glucose DMEM (Gibco), fetal bovine serum (10%
v/v) (Hyclone®), and penicillin / streptomycin (50 units/mL) (Gibco). Both cell
lines were cultured at 37˚C with CO2 (5.0%) and passaged prior to reaching
confluence. Cells from passage 4-6 were seeded on the fibronectin conjugated
hydrogel samples at a seeding density of ~2 x 10 4/cm2 and cultured for one
week.
2.3.5 Bright field imaging
Primary bright field imaging was performed with a Leica DMI 6000B
microscope. The images in Figure 2.5 were acquired using the tiling
functionality of the Leica DMI 6000B at the 10x objective. All other bright field
images were not tiled and scale bars of 100 microns are located in the lower
right corner.
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2.3.6 Immunofluorescent staining
After 1 week of culture, immunofluorescent staining was performed on
the samples. The samples were first fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA),
diluted from 16% stock PFA, with DPBS (pH 7.4) at room temperature for 10
minutes. Samples were then washed three times with room temperature
DPBS (pH 7.4) for 5 minutes per wash. Fixed samples were simultaneously
blocked and permeabilized with 1% BSA, 0.1% Triton-X100 mixture in DPBS
(pH7.4) for 20 minutes. Each sample was incubated with 300 uL of a mixture
of Fluor 488 phallodin (Invitrogen) (0.165μM) to stain actin and 6-diamidino-2phenylindole (DAPI) (sigma-aldrich) (0.1μg/mL) to stain nuclei for 30 minutes
at room temperature protected from light. A Zeiss Observer A1 fluorescence
microscope was used to take fluorescent images of the samples.
2.3.7 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
The printed hydrogel structures underwent a gradient solvent transfer in
order to reduce chance of fracture and were soaked in increasing
concentrations of ethanol for 20 minutes per 10% incremental increases in
concentration until ~100% was reached. Samples were removed from the
100% ethanol solution and placed in a vacuum chamber at room temperature
for 24 hours. Samples were then sputter coated with iridium (Figure 2.3carbon) and imaged via a field emission environmental microscope (FEI XL30
ESEM FEG). Images were acquired in scattering mode at 10kV.
2.4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
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We used digital dynamic masks adapted from user-defined computer
designed images to fabricate microscale geometries which can be extended to
multiple centimeters when the pattern is tile printed (Figure 2.1A). The DOPsL
method uses spatially modulated ultraviolet light to polymerize a liquid
prepolymer into a solid 3D structure35,41,46,48,52. In essence the DMD chip is an
array of reflective coated aluminum micro-mirrors, capable of creating patterns
of light in fast succession, similar to displaying HD (high definition 1920 x
1080) video by controlling each micro-mirror state as being either ‘ON’ or
‘OFF’. Regions in the ‘ON’ state are photopolymerized, while in the “OFF”
state, the pixel appears dark because the illuminated light is reflected away
from the condensing projection lens. The micromirror pattern provides a
dynamic photomask that can be modified continuously while the reservoir
containing the prepolymer solution is translated through the focal plane of the
projected image. The pre-polymer solidifies in a layer-by-layer fashion as per
the user defined digital masks.
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Figure 2.1: (A) Schematic of the DOPsL system: UV-light illuminates the DMD mirror array,
which generates an optical pattern according to the images from the control computer. The
optical pattern is projected through the optical lens and onto the photosensitive biomaterial to
fabricate a 3D scaffold. Simple and complex masks can be used to fabricate fractal scaffolds
in a variety of photocurable biomaterials. (B,C) Digital masks (.bmp or .png) and
corresponding bright-field microscope images of the Sierpinski carpet and Peano curve fractal
geometries fabricated in PEGDA biomaterial. Fabrication settings: (B) Power 1.3 W/cm2.
exposure time 12 ±2 sec. A narrowed aperture was used help taper smaller area squares to
lower height. (C) P: 1.3 W/cm2, time = 8 ± 2 sec (Scale bar = 100 μm)

Digital masks of typical non-biological vector-based, space filling fractal
patterns (Serpinski carpet, Peano curve) were used to fabricate fractal
scaffolds in PEGDA (Figure 2.1B&C). These patterns were chosen to examine
DOPsL printing capabilities of a simple structure scaling over a large dynamic
size range, and an extended single ridge fabrication without lateral
stabilization from line intersection (normally found in grid designs). The
Serpinski carpet pattern, a widely used Cantor series fractal abstraction in
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mathematics, can be generated by dividing a large square into nine equal
smaller squares, removing the central smaller square and reiterating this
process a finite number of times. Despite being a purely mathematical
abstraction, this structure retains self-similar objects at multiple scales. This
scaling property has shown use in screening cell interactions at different
scales22,30. This could be envisioned as an assembly of different size houses
used to determine occupant preferences. The Peano curve is another variation
of a space-filling curve 40 that provides increased surface area topography with
contortion of a single loop or ridge (Figure 2.1C). Increased surface area has
been used by other groups to facilitate better cell adhesion and faster
growth6,22,31,34.
PEGDA was used to build these non-biological patterns to provide an
appropriate framework to create representative biological patterns to be
extended to relevant biological applications. PEGDA is a synthetic nondegrading water containing gel (hydrogel). This material is considered to be
biocompatible, easy to modify, and safe for use in humans. PEGDA can be
readily conjugated with peptide adhesion motifs or coated with a physisorbed
layer of fibronectin to promote cell adhesion. The mechanical properties of the
polymerized PEGDA hydrogel that have been shown to influence cell
proliferation and differentiation, such as stiffness and swelling, can also be
tuned by the molecular weight, the concentration of the PEGDA monomer or
the fabrication parameters (e.g. UV light exposure time and intensity). This
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material flexibility provides a chemical means to tune biological patterns for
biological use.
After demonstrating the ability to pattern more contrived mathematical
patterns that explore scalable self-similarity and increased surface area
through subdivision of space, we also developed several variations of the
fractal tree digital masks to unify these concepts into a synthetic yet more
organic or biological looking pattern. The trees (Figure 2.2) are comprised of
elongated rectangles that in this case, bifurcate (divide in two) at angles
deviating from the center-line of the previous iteration. These two new
rectangles are reduced in dimension compared to the previous rectangle
iteration by the indicated ratio. This is a simple synthetic fractal tree that
encompasses a bifurcating morphology to more closely mimic the natural
formation of branching biological structures. Lungs are organized based on
scaling laws to maximize surface area with a volume. When we approximate
this to a flattened organ we look for patterns that effectively fill space (Figure
2.4). One such ratio is the classic Fibonacci ratio “golden ratio”19. This ratio
arises from the rate of growth found in later elements of the Fibonacci
sequence (the sum of the two previous consecutive elements is equal to the
value of the next element, where values are integers). This ratio is reported as,
φ = 1.618 or 1 / 0.618, which is significant as being an efficient use of building
materials when trying to enclose a growing area with basic squares and
claimed to be found in some biological systems. The normally associated 90˚
angle and the ratio φ have been decoupled as an example of design flexibility
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to potentially isolate other aspects important to this ratio. Figure 2.2A shows
the A45 R62 (angle 45 / ratio 0.62) tree template and the SEM images of
fabricated branching channels featuring the fractal tree design with uniform
depth (~50 μm). Fabrication of fractal structures in channels shows application
in optimizing fluid flow, surface area to volume diffusion, and even pulsatile
flows19,20,22,53,54. These patterns could also be used as molds for lab-on-chip
applications55.

Figure 2.2: Digital masks of variations of fractal tree patterns. (A,B) SEM images of the A45
R62 tree (a basic bifurcation tree focusing on this ratio 1.618) demonstrate valleys and ridges
using inverse masks. (C) SEM image of A60 R75.4 tree representing dimensions of the
Pardovan sequence. Fabrication settings: (A) Power: 1.3 W/cm 2, exposure time 8 ±2 sec. (B) P
= 1.3 W/cm2, t = 15 ±2 sec. (C) P = 1.3 W/cm2, t = 15 ±4 sec. (Scale bar = 100 μm)
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Figure 2.2B demonstrates the fabrication of an A45 R62 fractal tree
design with more iterations at higher resolution. Instead of channels, ridges of
the fractal tree were printed to show the flexibility of the DOPsL platform. More
importantly, this structure is fabricated within one exposure and features
ridges stepping down at sequential iterations though narrowing the aperture.
This is a unique advantage of DOPsL compared to a conventional
photolithography method where it takes multiple process steps to prepare
structures of variable heights.
Figure 2.2C further extends the complexity of synthetic bio-mimicking
fractal tree designs and fills the empty spaces among the branches with
iterating sub-trees. The Pardovan ratio (75.4) at 60˚ was selected as the
scaling ratio between the consecutive iterations with a less acute spiral angle
that more closely reflects hexagonal packing order of tissue within a layer (e.g.
liver), and refines the amount of space-filling in the compact tissue. Variations
in design can be developed by changing the degree of branching at each
level, branch angle, branch width (pixel width) etc. to develop a library of
fractal tree patterns to compare to other similar fractal assemblies. As such,
this DOPsL platform is sufficient to create iterations across its scale regime to
create hydrogel patterns mimicking many observed natural patterns.
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Figure 2.3: (A) 3D digital tree pattern with linear step profile, (B) corresponding stack of digital
masks after applying square function correction to create linear steps (black regions represent
mirrors that are “on” longest) (C – F) SEM images of fabricated 100% PEGDA hydrogel
coated with carbon on methacrylated glass slide at various viewing angles and magnifications
to determine printing fidelity. Fabrication settings: Power: 6.5 mW/cm2, exposure time: 10 ±1
sec. NOTE: 1.0% Irgacure 819 (photo-initiator) was intentionally chosen to achieve excessive
penetration depths, in order to demonstrate z control by only generating a 250 microns
structure within a 1mm prepolymer volume, despite reactivity to ambient light. (Scale bar =
100 μm)

Though spine (apex) construction was demonstrated in Figure 2.2B,
linear step control in the z dimension is important in precisely controlling
relative height and volume. The following linear stepped structure was printed
to better illustrate the DOPsL’s printing fidelity which may be determined when
comparing the 3D model in Figure 2.3A to the SEM images in Figure 2.3C-F.
This following structure was created in a 1 mm tall volume of solution despite
only being 250 microns in height to demonstrate height control without exterior
confinement. The 3D structure slices which make up the digital masks had a
function algorithm applied to adjust for light intensity changes over distance in
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order to create relatively linear step intervals. Figure 2.3B represents a zstacked summation of these planar slice masks after applying the algorithm
exposure shift. Figures 2.3C-F show the carbon coated fractal structure on
glass at different angles. The SEM drying process causes some contraction
more noticeable at the top of structure, and is evident in corner rounding.
Although gradient slopes present little difficultly as seen in our laboratory’s
previous work51, truly vertical sidewalls are difficult to achieve when using soft
polymer compositions of HMBS without increasing TEMPO. Vertical sidewalls
under high concentrations of TEMPO are presented in supporting information.
This structure in Figure 2.3 presents a scaling fractal tree at user controlled
heights decoupled from the length/width ratio to emphasis parametric tunability
and printing fidelity of this synthetic branch pattern.
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Figure 2.4: Cell interactions with fractal topographies. (Top row) SEM images of the
corresponding hydrogel structures conjugated with fibronectin. (Middle row) fluorescent
microscope images taken with 10x:5x:10x (A:B:C) objective DAPI/actin stain. (Bottom row)
fluorescent microscope images taken with 40x objective DAPI/actin stain. (A) murine
myoblasts (B,C) human mesenchymal stem cells. Fabrication settings: (A) –see Figure 2.1C;
(B) – see Figure 2.2B; (C) P: 1.3 W/cm2, exposure time: 9 ±2 sec on glass (Scale bar = 100
μm)

The scaffolds from the previous sections of mathematically abstract
patterns (Figure 2.1C), to synthetic branching patterns (Figure 2.2B), and
more organic hexagonal packing patterns were printed with a biocompatible
polymer (PEGDA) and coated with the cell adhesive protein (fibronectin) to
demonstrate

the

potential

of

3D-printed

scaffolds

towards

use

in

bioengineering. Figure 2.4 shows images of human mesenchymal stem cells
(hMSCs) and murine myoblasts seeded on fractal structures made of PEDGA.
In this case the PEDGA scaffolds from Figure 2.1C and Figure 2.2B were
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coated with fibronectin, and cells were seeded (passage 4) and stained for
actin fibers (phallodin 488 / green) and nucleus (DAPI / blue). Figure 2.4A
shows the seeding of murine myoblasts on the Peano curve to effectively
increase surface area and shows a cluster of murine myoblasts interacting
with the printed curve structures. Figure 2.4B shows the seeding of hMSCs on
the fractal tree design. The cells appear to show some direction bias related to
the largest ridge topography, which is inconsistent across varying ridge
heights. The magnified region of interest of Figure 2.4B shows a region of
intersecting pattern overlap at the exterior edge. This region contains an area
of moderate aspect ridges in close proximity to the single pixel topographies.
The cells appear localized near the higher aspect ridges and filling these high
sided wells or gaps while the cells appear to have grown over many of the
smaller features which may provide increased surfaces for binding. Figure
2.4C shows the seeding of hMSCs on a hexagonal packing structure designed
to reflect motifs of compacted cell clusters. More cells were observed
spanning across the larger gaps, however this structure is on a glass substrate
which may be influencing this cell behavior. The hydrogel structure was shown
as sufficiently biocompatible to murine fibroblast 10T1/2’s (supporting
information). Both cell types were found to adhere and grow on the fractal
geometry scaffolds. These results establish the feasibility of using fractal
design for addressing biological questions55,56.
Moving beyond simple geometries, several compact ordering models
can be used as demonstrated in Figure 2.5. These ratios for compact
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organization start with classic regular polygon growth systems in the form of
Fibonacci and Pardov spirals. Starting from the center and moving to the
periphery, these sequences produce enclosed areas at each iteration, and
generate new area extension with lower resource cost by utilizing the
neighboring “wall” of preexisting structures as seen in all compact spirals. This
means that the entire structure as a whole can extend and grow, while the
existing structure remains completely intact and functional (less vulnerable)
during this period. Additionally the system is compartmentalized which
improves robustness. These are two trends that are advantages to many
systems including biological organisms. These basic structures can be
inscribed with fractal patterns to improve surface area as shown in Figure
2.5A, and carried onto increasingly complex generations via computer, and
then printed as shown in the bright field image (Figure 2.5A). This is an
exercise demonstrating user-controlled complexities meshed with known
optimizations of a packing order.
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Figure 2.5: Several compaction models are developed to fill the space optimally. Sequence A:
Evolution of simple synthetic fractal design. Fractal patterned tiles substituted or inscribed
within solid tiles for generation of more complex structures. The original pattern is
translocated, scaled, and repeated to generate organic structures that resemble broccoli
heads or pine cones. Image A: The bright-field microscopy image of a printed hydrogel
structure from the designed synthetic template. Sequence B: Packing models inscribing
growing circles into Pardov’s ratio not filling space. A simple hard sphere model showing radial
alignment of spheres, also showing gaps in packing structure. Natural “sunflower” design to
show more ideal node-less packing of a growing spiral system. The printed “sunflower” design
in 100% PEGDA (INSET: detail is maintained close to center) Fabrication Settings: (A) Power:
1.3 W/cm2, exposure time: 18 ±2 sec.; (B) P = 1.3 W/cm2, t = 16 ±2 sec.; sidewall ratio is 6.5
to 1 (Scale bar = 100 μm)

This application is more clearly relevant, if we assume our structures of
interest are spheres, or have circular footprints which find a packing shape as
columnar structures. These columnar growth units become irregular polygonal
prisms or hexagonal prism structures 27 when regularly packed as seen with
bee honeycombs and liver tissue. However when we imbue Fibonacci
sequence or a Padovan sequence ratio space filling models with inscribed
circles we have some gaps as in Figure 2.4B. A simple model can be used to
generate a radial aligned hard sphere packing approximation that can be
applied to irregular polygons. This works for some shell structures, however
tends to extend these structures farther into the z with volume. We can extend
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the Fibonacci A+B = A’ Boolean to wrap structures around a circle to achieve
the patterns associated with sunflower seeds and pineapples 28. This classic
pattern of seed packing has been well studied and is noted for having an
emanating growth center. Implementing such biomimicry, we can borrow this
pattern from nature to create our own hydrogel pattern for “sunflower” nodeless packing. This sunflower pattern was fabricated with PEGDA on a slab
(Figure 2.5B). Many natural observed growth patterns deviate from the purely
mathematical abstractions and DOPsL platform can accommodate building
such structures.
However due to the minimal cross-sectional area from the design
complexity, and lacking structural support due to the soft hydrogel material
used, this approach is typically more applicable for complex flatter structures
with height and depth but without overhanging ledges. From a manufacturing
point-of-view, the advantage of manipulating the fractal dimension through
control of surface fractality is very appealing when available during the onset
of a design. This control is the primary driving force behind developing
algorithm based topographies. Using this algorithm approach, self-similar
fractal topographies such as vascular trees based on Lindenmayer models
(Pardovan series) or based on Murray’s bifurcation laws, can be obtained.
Computer implementation to design such patterns also allows parametric
design, and a multitude of variations in a design that can be carried out by
changing the value of one parameter (for example, the angle, ratio, number of
bifurcations, or a fluidic port addition, refer to Figure 2.5)57,58. Incorporation of
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tunable fractality at a design-stage using 3D printing approaches to print
structure and localize cells will improve the capabilities of current tissue
engineering strategies59.
2.5

CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the capabilities of the DOPsL platform as a

flexible method to create various fractal forms in a medium conducive to cell
growth. Fractal patterns that are purely mathematical, biologically inspired,
and directly mimicking observed biological organization have been translated
to biocompatible hydrogel photopolymer scaffolds. These moderately complex
topographic patterns were implemented as channels or ridges of varying width
and height and affect cell alignment as compared to a 2D slab. These results
show the topographic possibilities of engineered surface structures to increase
surface area, subdivide space in self-similar organization, and produce scaling
structures reflecting compact growth. These topographies may have more
immediate use in screening “scale” dependent characteristics of cells,
however the goal of imposing optimized biological growth topographies in
order to effectively organize cells is still desired. There are many natural
systems, and thus many optimized structures to be created. With increasingly
accurate computer models of forces, viscosity, diffusion, and aggregation,
generating relevant scaffolds for each system is likely possible with the DOPsL
platform.
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2.7

SUPPORTING INFORMATION:

-(SI 2.6) SEM of high aspect ratio PEGDA hydrogel with TEMPO [0.1%]
-(SI 2.7) Composite fluorescent microscope image of live/dead stain C2C12’s
on hydrogel
2.7.1 Manuscript statement (SI 2.6):
“Although gradient slopes present little difficultly as seen in our
laboratory’s previous work, truly vertical sidewalls are difficult to achieve when
using soft polymer compositions of HMBS without increasing TEMPO.”
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Figure 2.6: High aspect ratio hydrogel sidewall structure: Hydrogel structure fabricated at high
TEMPO concentration without HMBS to demonstrate nearly vertical sidewalls. SEM image of
a 20 x 50 micron extension of a branched single height fractal layer. Composition: PEGDA
[~100%], Irgacure 2959 [1.0%], TEMPO [0.1%]. Fabrication: P = 1.3 W/cm2 ; t = 8 ± 4 sec.

Since TEMPO has been shown to be cytotoxic in moderate doses, we
intentionally have not used images of hydrogel structures containing higher
concentrations of this particular free radical terminator to prevent potential
confusion and misrepresentation of our data. This high TEMPO composition
conflicts with our intent to use these structures in future work towards
differentiating MSC’s.
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2.7.2 Manuscript statement (SI 2.7):
“The printed hydrogel structure was shown as sufficiently biocompatible
to murine fibroblast 10T1/2’s.”

Figure 2.7: Printed hydrogel cell viability: Fluorescent microscope image of LIVE/DEAD
(ThermoFisher) stain of murine fibroblasts 10T1/2 (ATCC) seeded on a fibronectin-conjugated
photopolymerized PEGDA hydrogel. Day 5 of incubation on scaffolds. Channels: (Green =
Live - Calcein AM), (Red = Dead-ethidium homodimer-1), and (Gray = bright field). Image
assembled in Image J. Substrate Composition: 50% Poly (ethylene glycol) diacrylate PEGDA
(Mn = 575), in water solution, 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperdine 1-oxyl TEMPO [0.01% w/v], 5Benzoyl-4-hydroxy-2-methoxybenzenesulfonic acid [HMBS] [0.1% w/v], acrylic acid [1.0% v/v]
and Irgacure 2959 [1.0% w/v].
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Chapter 2, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Warner,
John; Soman, Pranav: Zhu, Wei; Tom, Matthew; Chen, Shaochen, “Design
and 3D Printing of Hydrogel Scaffolds with Fractal Geometries”, ACS
Biomaterials Science & Engineering, vol. 8, 2015. The dissertation author was
the primary investigator and author of this paper.

Chapter 3: Printed Biomaterials with Regional Auxetic Properties
3.1

ABSTRACT
We use dynamic optical projection stereolithography (DOPsL) to build

multilayered non-positive Poison’s ratio cell scaffolds. With material-specific
designs capable of tuning force-displacement curves of localized regions
within a single cytocompatible structure at architecture scales consistent with
tissue interaction, this construction technique may prove useful in stretchmediated cell-differentiation, which is important to muscle and tendon regrowth
or replacement. These 3D printed structures were embedded in an alginateacrylate hydrogel to demonstrate partially coupled dynamic motion of the
auxetic skeleton structure to a normally non-auxetic material.

Though the

coupled auxetic behavior was reduced compared to the multilayer auxetic
skeleton, the skeleton encased structure demonstrated a means to locally tune
the axial-transverse ratio of the structure within the full range of motion. This
ability would be unique, providing better stretch-mediated criteria for various
cell-types within the tendon-to-muscle tissue transition.
3.2

INTRODUCTION
Dynamic optical projection stereolithography (DOPsL) 3D printing of

soft materials affords reiterative design improvement of the unit-cell structures
to accommodate scale, force, dynamic range and material type optimization
appropriate for muscle-tendon tissues [cite-Allison]. Utilizing various unit-cell
structures, a single scaffold can be imbued with different “stretch” properties
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which have been implicated in altering stem cell differentiation1–3,15. Though
conventional positive Poisson’s ratio stretching materials have been normally
used, with the additive manufacturing process of DOPsL, both positive and
negative Poisson’s ratio materials can be created in the same structure
permitting a means of creating supported tissue with multiple, physical, celldifferentiating cues. Additionally, during miniaturization of 3D printed dynamic
unit-cell structures, material and design limitations were observed that exceed
the conventional challenges of micron resolution static structures associated
with bioengineering. These obstacles were overcome using Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) of the dynamic regions to improve printed unit-cell
performance according to material flexibility and limitations.
Auxetic structures are counter-intuitive in that axial elongation causes
transverse expansion rather than contraction60,61. The degree of “auxetic-ness”
is conveyed as a negative Poisson’s Ratio (PR), which is expressed as the
axial elongation over the transverse contraction or the axial contraction over
the transverse elongation. Additionally, the PR is not necessarily a constant
value and such deviation can be more apparent with unit-cell imbued
structures. PR not only can vary with the amount of displacement, but also
with the portion of the range of motion utilized by that displacement. These
factors are determined by the unit-cell structure and the material. The increase
in length and width translate to an increase in effective area when applying
axial tension, while axial contraction causes the corollary effect with potential
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to increase pressure. This behavior is critical in manipulating forces and
physical cues responsible for cell differentiation.
Current industrial applications distributing force include impact-resistant
vests, supportive clothing, and packing materials60,62,63. Interestingly, tendons
also possess auxetic and tolerate large forces. Researchers have attributed
the auxetic behavior of tendons to their polymeric helical sub-structure64,65.
The helical structure functions as a coiled spring with the means to
mechanically store energy. Translated to 2D, this helical spring appears as a
continuous zigzag structure (z-line) from the side view.

The z-line is not

auxetic itself and requires coupling elements (CE) to sum (negative PR) or
negate (zero PR) this lateral mechanical movement. Most bulk materials
possess a positive PR, yet auxetic unit-cell patterning utilizes designed vacant
space to accommodate mechanical translation of these internal elements to
permit a macro negative PR characteristic. Even molecular NPR foams require
space for conformational changes62. By imbuing a flexible unit-cell structure,
the resulting “mesh” structure as a whole is more compliant overall than an
equivalent slab related to reduction of cross-sectional area, programming
auxetic movement at the cost of overall tensile strength. As such, unit-cell
structure “meshes” necessitate using terms like “effective area” when
describing macromolecular auxetics. Though designed 2D auxetic structures
are predominant, 3D auxetic structures exist down to the molecular level as
foams. Additionally, different auxetic unit-cell structures exist; applying z-line
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structures as CE’s on different axes can create rotational auxetics as opposed
to re-entrant designs.
While other groups have found auxetic properties in tissue engineering
for tendons and vasculature54, our group had previously created auxetic
hydrogel structures to examine effects on individual cells66. However these
scaffolds were too small for tissue replacement and the NPR and ZPR ranges
were limited by fragile material properties due to miniaturization. Synthetic
and hybrid hydrogels are often used in biomaterial photo-printing in efforts to
mimic the native mostly hydrogel extracellular matrix (ECM) of mammalian
cells.

This logical trend of cell environment recapitulation usually involves

softer pre-differentiated materials in the form of slabs matching configurations
found in vitro. As being notoriously soft materials, the usually fragile hydrogels
are best for bulk slabs, static structures, and even larger unit-cell structures.
However, when improving resolution, “tougher” materials are necessary to
offset the reduced cross-sectional area of unit-cell structures. Using a more
robust material for the mesh prevents structure collapse and enables
translation of unit-cell forces over larger areas while maintaining similar overall
stiffness of a native hydrogel.

Despite unit-cell collapse and limited force

translation using hydrogels, some bizarre observations were obtained from
cells grown on “reentrant” auxetic structures with two-photon polymerization
that appeared unable to complete the final phase of mitotic separation 66. The
impressive ~16 μm resolution of the unit-cell was matched to the biological cell
size ~45 μm, and despite displacements that were not entirely translated to
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adjacent structural unit-cells, the cell experienced a localized single unit-cell
auxetic effect. The scaffold was too fragile to support its own weight in air, but
provides the most intriguing observation of cell behavior on synthetic auxetics
seen to date. The Lewis group transitioned these material, scalability, and
range concepts in their own way with a more robust PDMS material applied at
macroscale ~4 x 103 μm unit cells67.
The previous work shows progressive improvement with some
unexpected observations through reiterations of design and materials. The
goal of this work is to create synthetic auxetic scaffolds for actuation and
mechanical energy storage to mimic aspects of tendon behavior. This directs
the scaling of unit-cell miniaturization to be compatible with cell aggregation to
encourage some tissue formation. Additionally, the unit-cell mesh needs to
incorporate a greater tunable dynamic auxetic range to be capable to match
prospective tissue requirements while still being functional in larger area mesh
structures to meet replacement tissue sizes. These objectives require material
strength, high resolution, design flexibility and high scalability that were
achieved using a photopolymerizable polyurethane material mixture with a
projection stereo-lithography printing technology.
In our efforts to build on other groups’ successes, we chose a more
robust elastomeric material like PDMS to be printed with dynamic optical
projection stereo-lithography (DOPsL). This system has previously been
shown to print hydrogel structures in complex patterns, at high resolution, and
in a readily scalable format68.
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The BR-7432IG30 material used from Biomar® was a consistent and
easy

to

obtain

off-the-shelf

(OTS)

polyurethane

capable

of

photopolymerization with existing characteristics suitable for computer
simulation69. This polymerized poly-aliphatic urethane-acrylate blend with
isobornyl acrylate as the incorporated plasticizer (PAUA/IBOA) was more
cytocompatible than originally anticipated and was sufficient for our
demonstration purposes and testing. The more robust polymerized OTS
PAUA/IBOA material was easier to handle and tolerated increased strain per
cross-sectional area than conventionally printed hydrogels. These factors
permitted more functional smaller unit-cell structures to be created within even
larger meshes.
The DOPsL platform was chosen for parallel projection polymerization,
which is capable of fast tile printing of the larger structures anticipated for
tendons. The mask-less digital design provides nearly infinite tunability in unitcell shape to effect stiffness and range of motion. The digital-masks can be
altered at pixel resolutions that correspond to ~ 3 μm increments given the
setup used. This digital flexibility translates to fabrication tunability that allows
mesh stiffness alteration via strut thickness and design changes. The 25 μm
strut resolutions provide a scale consistent for interaction with aggregate cells
in a tissue, however are unlikely to auxeticly influence individual cells.
In comparison with two-photon lithography13,35,41,66, DOPsL reflects the
classic trade-off between faster times to create application relevant and robust
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mesh sizes with sufficient resolution, versus smaller unit-cell auxetic structures
generated with slower serial fabrication.
3.3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.3.1 Photopolymer mixtures
BR-7432IG30 polyaliphatic urethane acrylate blend (30%/70%) with
isobornyl acrylate (PAUA-IBOA) was donated by Biomar® as an off-the-shelf
photopolymerizable

polyurethane.

2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine

1-oxyl

(TEMPO) acquired from Sigma-Aldrich was added to PAUA-IBOA [0.1% w/w].
Irgacure 819 acquired from Chiba was added to PAUA-IBOA/TEMPO mixture
[2.0% w/w]. UV absorber was eliminated to maintain a better aspect ratio in
order to improve in-plane hinge bending and reduce cell toxicity.

The

concentration of free-radical terminator (TEMPO) was increased to reduce the
mean free path of free-radical chain propagation ultimately reducing print
“bleed”. Photocurable PAUA/IBOA prepolymer is moderately viscous and was
weighed in a tarred glass scintillation vial. Pre-weighed TEMPO was added,
mixed slowly with a magnetic stir bar for 1 hour while loosely capped,
protected from light, fixed in place, and partially submerged in a 50˚C water
bath. Irgacure 819 was added afterward and allowed to mix for another 6-12
hours at room temperature. NOTE: This material also binds strongly to glass
even without coating (methacrylation).
3.3.2 DOPsL (Dynamic Optical Projection Stereolithography) setup
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Figure

3.1

shows

our

in-house

Dynamic

Optical

Projection

Stereolithography (DOPsL) printer, which features a digital micromirror device
(DMD), an ultraviolet light source (Omnicure S2000), and a computercontrolled stage (Newport). The DLP 4000 UV coated (digital light projection)
chip from Texas Instruments reflects the UV light in a pattern of our design
through the condensation lens to be focused and miniaturized onto the
fabrication stage. The pattern is any HD (1920 x 1080) pixel image. The
flexible nature of the platform permits rapid prototyping of dynamic mechanical
structures via changing strut thickness or hinge design with pixel by pixel
control. This platform also enables construction of larger structures through
printing a preloaded cache of different images into a larger unified tiled array
while maintaining ~4 micron resolution.

This expanded construction mode is

only limited by stage movement and the material holder. The mesh constructs
referred to in this paper are not larger than 2 cm, yet retain structural
components that are 25 μm and tolerate tissue associated load. The UV light
source for this experiment used an Omincure S2000 halogen bulb with a 320
nm filter before the light guide, but outside of the normal housing.
The photocurable prepolymer solution is sandwiched between a glass
slide and a coverslip with spacers to confine the z-height of the solution
consistent with the layer. In doing so, the system can be fed new prepolymer
layers quickly. Normal operation can produce a PAUA/ IBOA multilayer mesh
samples in ~3 minutes.

NOTE: PAUA requires a thin oil coat (Krytox) or

PDMS thin slab. The photocurable resins are polymerized via spatial and
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temporal light patterning on a glass slide.

The PAUA/IBOA is carefully

removed with tweezers and soaked in chloroform for 5 – 10 minutes. The
material will then swell. This process removes the excess viscous prepolymer
and

decreases

the

possibility

of

trapped

viable

bacteria

causing

contamination. The material is immediately transferred to ~100% ethanol to
slow and stabilize the material shrinking from chloroform evaporation to
reduce potential for scaffold fracture, until returning to expected size and then
rinsed with millQ and placed in a sterile container.
3.3.3 Cell culture and fluorescent staining
C3H/10T1/2 clone 8, Mus Musculus fibroblast line was thawed from
cryopreservation and used at passage 18.

C3H/C2C12 Mus Musculus

myoblast line was thawed from cryopreservation and used at passage 3 when
observed as healthy. Both cell lines were acquired from ATCC and cultured in
growth medium (Gibco) Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) and
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco). Cells were passaged
upon reaching 80-90% confluence: rinsed with 10 mL of sPBS buffer (Gibco),
using 1 mL of Trypsin-EDTA [0.25%] and incubated at 37˚C for 5-10 min with
1/10 media resuspension. 1 mL of resuspension was used in passaging (1 to
4-6 split).

Resuspensions were centrifuged at 100 x g for 2 minutes,

supernatant removed and resuspended in cell media to 1 x 103 cells/μL prior
to scaffold seeding. Cell seeded scaffolds were rinse with 3 mL of PBS for 1
minute 3 times prior to staining. Live-Dead staining was performed with
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LIVE/DEAD® Viability Kit L3224 (Life Technologies) using calcein AM and
ethidium homodimer per insert instructions. 10T1/2 samples were fixed after
staining.

Cell scaffolds were fixed at timepoints [day 22] with 4%

paraformaldehyde in PBS for 20 minutes and permeabilized in 3% BSA, 0.1%
Triton-X in PBS. All C2C12 samples were stained and imaged immediately
without fixing. Cells were stained with Hoechst 33342 (Life Technologies) /
Rhodamine phallodin (Biotium) per package instructions.
3.3.4 Scaffold preparation:
During initial studies to determine the extent of fibroblast (C3H/10T1/2)
cell adhesion to the uncoated PAUA/IBOA polymer and in order to gauge
unpolymerized PAUA or IBOA cell toxicity, it was observed that nonchloroform soaked PAUA/IBOA treated with 2% penicillin and streptomycin for
24 hrs, and then left in media with 1% penicillin and streptomycin appeared to
have bacterial growth between the culture plate and polymerized material
while controls came up negative.

This test was inconclusive because

PAUA/IBOA has difficulty passing through a 0.22 um filter, however the cells
exposed

to

unpolymerized

PAUA/IBOA

and

non-chloroform

treated

PAUA/IBOA both appeared to bacterially contaminated and appeared to slow
cell growth.
It is our practice that PAUA/IBOA scaffolds must at sometime be
soaked in chloroform per the above procedure.

PAUA/IBOA was then

transferred to a sterile biological safety cabinet (BSC) where 30 μL of
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fibronectin (2μg/mL) was added to the scaffold surface and placed in at
vacuum for 30 minutes at room temperature and then treated on the other side
(if a vacuum chamber is not available this process takes 2 days at 4C). The
material was then stored at room temperature for 30 minutes in sterile PBS
with 2% penicillin and streptomycin followed by 24 hours at 4C.

Prior to

seeding the antibiotic decontamination solution (PBS with 2% P/S) was
removed.
Cells were seeded directly atop the scaffold at ~2 x 104 in a 20 μL
volume of cell media (per ATCC) and allowed to sit on the scaffold for 30
minutes at 37˚C at 5% CO2. After the allotted time warmed culture media (cell
media with 1% penicillin and streptomycin) was carefully flooded around the
scaffold. The scaffold was gently depressed if floating. The samples were
cultured in 12 and 24 well plates, and were gently transferred to new plates
when the cell growth on the bottom of the well approached confluence (~3-4
days).

10T1/2 lines were terminated after 12 days after confirming

PAUA/IBOA + fibronectin scaffolds could facilitate cell adhesion, cell survival,
and cell gap spanning potential. C2C12 were run for 26 days. All cells died
as a result of biofouled media after a faulty electrical stimulus connection to
the platinum leads.
3.3.5 Scanning electron microscopy
10 KV was used for scattering mode images and 20-30 KV was used
for backscattered images via a field emission environmental microscope (FEI
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XL30 ESEM FEG).

PAUA/IBOA is not a hydrogel and does not require

ethanol-dehydration prior to exposure to ultra high vacuum. SEM images of
hydrogels often shrink from the state in which they are used possibility
changing observed aspect ratio, whereas PAUA/IBOA does not appear to
have this issue. As such the information from SEM provides a more relevant
approximation of the environment that the cells interact with.

Though the

PAUA/IBOA experience mild charging, no sputter coat was required for
scattered or backscattered images. UHV for 24hr was still used as a
precaution for degassing of residual organics to prolong filament use.
3.4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3.1A provides a simple representation of the dynamic optical

projection stereolithography (DOPsL) system used for these experiments.
Spatial patterns of UV light are miniaturized and projected onto the
prepolymer, where photon-initiated free-radicals propagate a chemical
polymerization reaction to solidify said pattern into a structure. The pattern is
determined by a computer controlled dynamic digital mirror array capable of
rapid full “screen” changes (24 fps) depending digital image input for each
area or “tile” printed.

In this tiling manner, this specific DOPsL system

provides scalability (3 x 5 cm) with high resolution (3.8 μm/px) in minimal time
(seconds for print-move) without the conventional constraints of a static mould
or quartz light-mask.
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Figure 3.1BC shows a PAUA/IBOA 3-tile conventionally designed reentrant auxetic structure in the maximum tolerated compressed (B) and
stretched (C) states. This structure is being actuated along the vertical z-lines
while the horizontal coupling elements (CEs) displace the structure
transversely and increase the “effective area” of the unit cells. The accordionlike z-line (green), stores energy like a spring, which stretches and
compresses axially.

The associated non-axial displacement is coupled to

neighboring z-line with CE’s (purple) to exert force laterally. Based on the
hinge design and material properties, this structure is surprisingly at its range
limits. Despite the appearance of sufficient space to enable further movement
of the unit-cell structure shown in Figure 3.1B and Figure 3.1C, the structure
buckles

or

demonstrates

fractures
potential

when

further

for

functional

compressed

or

improvement.

stretched,
Additionally,

which
less

compressible materials tend to make the design limitations more noticeable as
the scale is reduced. In this particular case the range of motion is limited to
axial change of 17.5% with a transverse change of 21.1%. The structures
coupling elements are effectively large at 2.2 mm.
At this same approximate scale Figure 3.1D shows a thin-walled 2 cm
square-grid with sub-millimeter architecture printed without removing the
prepolymer. After an ethanol rinse to remove prepolymer material followed by
the addition of water, Figure 3.1E shows the resulting transition into a classic
counter-rotational auxetic used by Clausen. In this case the z-lines and
coupling elements are the same and show how some systems achieve an
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auxetic state without an imbued synthetic design. This suggests that auxetics
might be more integral as a physical state of a unit-cell structure mechanical
energy storage. The physical contraction induced by the solvent change again
demonstrates that auxetic structures can be a formed in association with
natural means of mechanical energy storage. The cohesive tension of water is
a potential justification for the 14.5% contraction of the grid into the simple
naturally arranged auxetic.

Figure 3.1: Auxetic structure fabrication and designs. Introduction to auxetic structures: (A)
Method to photo-polymerize unit-cell mesh macrostructures with a Digital Micromirror Device
reflective array, projected ultraviolet light and condensation lenses. (B) Printed “reentrant”
auxetic or negative Poisson’s ratio design at large resolution imaged at compression before
buckling. (C) Same structure imaged at full extension before shear. Both cases appear to
have extra unit cell space, yet fail. (Green = z-line, purple = coupling elements at 2.2 mm). (D)
Printed grid with 2 mm struts imaged in prepolymer. (E) Structure in image (D) washed with
alcohol and filled with water show contraction and natural formation of a rotational auxetic.
Structure composition PAUA/IBOA.
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A problem with the existing auxetic structure in Figure 3.1B is limitation
in movement range. Despite using a stronger yet less compressible material
than a hydrogel, functionality is limited at this scale in addition to the
robustness of the unit-cell. However, Figure 3.1E shows structure distortion
around the periphery that in not translated through the rest of the structure. As
expected, auxetic structures are more effective at mechanical energy storage
when not showing regional collapse, such that struts are able to effectively
exert lateral force on adjacent z-lines. The region on interest that is functional
lies between being too rigid Figure 3.1B and too flexible in Figure 3.1E.
With miniaturization, often solid, non-monocoque structural elements
such as struts and hinge regions intuitively become more flexible and fragile.
This common phenomenon is more pronounced in structures composed of
hydrogels, which are already notoriously soft. Additionally with miniaturization,
instrument “noise” begins to compete with intended “signal” and artifact
structure bleed becomes more challenging.
When moving to a stronger material with less compressibility, we
observe buckling followed by fracture of the unit-cell with compression where
noticeable structure bleed is present such as Figure 3.2A and 2E. Failure
tends to occur at internal angles of ~30 degrees of this structure.

Finite

element analysis (FEA) using material properties of PAUA/IBOA confirm
observations of fracture at the strut just before the hinge joint. Figure 3.2B and
Figure 3.2F show rounded hinges that permit better mobility of the unit-cell
during compression and axial elongation thus increasing the overall unit-cell
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ranges. However, when reduced ¼ in scale (Figure 3.2C), the hinges pivot at
many angles other than those normal to the plane, causing struts to rotate outof-plane and become “wobbly” and unstable. This out-of-plane flexion was
stabilized by laterally increasing the cross-sectional area of regions bracketing
the intended hinge area, thus stiffening regions neighboring intended in-plane
flexion. This reconfiguration was achieved in Figure 3.2D while staying within
material tolerances and localizing flex to the hinges instead of the struts as
modeled in Figure 3.2G.
Finite

element

analysis

(FEA)

was

used

to

corroborate

our

observations. Figure 3.2E shows localized strain to the struts. Despite this
type of strain being less debilitating for structures of softer materials,
excessive compression or extension still yields failure in the strut. When using
stronger materials to achieve finer resolution structures, this “acute-angle”
design limits the unit-cell range, not by internal collision, but by restriction from
structure strain. This force was sufficient to cause out-of-plane compressive
buckling and also out-of-plane tensile deflection, both eventually resulting in
mechanical failure.

Miniaturization of the “acute-angle” unit-cell structure

flexed struts instead of the anticipated hinge regions due to fabrication bleed
absent from earlier FEA models. Figure 3.2F demonstrated that distributing
the flexion force along too much of the bending region enables a wobbly
hinge, which allowed out-of-plane movement and a predictably very soft mesh.
The stabilized hinge localizes the flexure to a narrower region creating a more
ideal “point” hinge that does not exceed the material properties (Figure 3.2G)
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while incorporating design consideration for material bleed characteristics at
this scale. Using this information we can tune meshes of smaller features to
perform more towards what is expected. The hinge design doesn’t make the
structure stronger, it actually focuses stress into a smaller area requiring
stronger materials, in order to maintain or improve the range of motion of the
unit-cell mesh as we scale down the unit size to a more “cell interactive level.”
Additionally, the use of hydrogels created sloppiness in the design and
accommodated a larger range of motion with strut compressibility. Simple
ACUTE designs show strut flexion. ROUNDED hinge designs show too much
distribution of force and too many flexion angles that are less normal to XY
plane. STABILIZED ROUNDED is more optimized for material at this scale.
As expected, summation of hinge designs affect unit-cell, and influence overall
mesh softness and stretchability for added tunability in differentiating stem
cells.
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Figure 3.2: PAUA/IBOA 30/70 auxetic hinge fabrication and modeling. Hinge design analysis:
(A,B) PAUA/IBOA unit-cell structures of a tiled mesh with different hinge configurations found
in (E,F) at large scale. (C,D) PAUA/IBOA unit-cell structures of a tiled mesh with different
hinge configurations found in (F,G) at quarter scale. (E,F,G): FEA of unit-cell hinge design to
show where force persists and in order to choose materials to tolerate expected strain while
also moving correctly. FEA was performed in Autodesk Inventor simulation with material
properties for BR-7432GI30. Bottom face is fixed. Static analysis type “spring” k. 0.010 N
force applied. Modeling W45 um x L160 um x D80 um structure. Scale bar = 250 μm. Scale
bar of E is 0 to 20MPa.

Two redesigned hinge concepts were implemented into individual single
layer PAUA/IBOA meshes shown in Figure 3.3A and Figure 3.3B.

Each

structure had auxetic regions flanked by non-auxetic honey-comb regions to
enable more uniform actuation and demonstrate that multiple stretching
behaviors can be achieved on a single scaffold. The associated displacement
maps were compared to show that the overall stiffness of the meshes were
tunable. The structures were examined during actuation to infer functionality
was achieved and that the structures were sufficiently robust to handle.
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Displacement maps were created through observed displacement in
correlation with a force transducer as seen in setup Figure 3.3C of an axiallyoffset multilayered scaffold. Figure 3.3A rounded-hinge auxetic region shows a
large displacement (y-axis) with less force (x-axis) providing a steeper slope
than the non-auxetic honey-comb regions that elongate minimally along the
structure axis. Figure 3.3B shows the stabilized-rounded hinge mesh as a less
soft auxetic region evident from a shallower displacement curve slope. As
expected from the stabilized-rounded hinge structure FEA modeling in Figure
3.2G, a single layer mesh structure with this sub-unit was observed to function
as intended. Flexion was more localized to hinge regions and the unit-cells
transmitted more movement throughout the structure more effectively than
Figure 3.3A, which showed more unit-cell collapse and out-of-plane deflection.
Both structures showed better unit cell range of motion than acute-hinges
found in the original structure found in Figure 3.1B. Figure 3.3B shows
improved handling with more uniform actuation of the unit-cells that transmit
force more effectively to neighboring unit-cell subunits. The changes made to
the hinge structures achieved tuned stiffening as demonstrated by the
displacement mapping to be more in line with expectations for mouse muscle
cell stretching. Additionally, the non-auxetic honey-comb regions in Figure
3.3B were thinned to match cross-sectional area and architecture feature size
of the auxetic region. The non-auxetic regions in Figure 3.3A show almost no
slope then fracture at 0.2, while Figure 3.3B shows stretching to 0.2 and then
fracture.

To accommodate a functional structure more suitable for tissue
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growth, axially-offset multilayer structures were constructed in Figure 3.3C to
demonstrate more robust displacement maps with more 3D construct meshes,
where mesh softness is retained in the auxetic region and honey-comb
elongation shows more common exponential curves. Scanning electron
microscope images more effectively show the detail of the negative Poisson’s
ratio in Figure 3.3D, and the same stabilized-rounded hinge concept applied to
a zero Poisson’s ratio in Figure 3.3E structure despite being normally semitransparent to light when using PAUA/IBOA.

Figure 3.3: Altering tiled scaffolds and changes in displacement maps. Tiling and tunability of
sheet structures to change displacement maps: Force to stretch the scaffolds changes with
hinge-designs (A-ROUNDED, B-STABILIZED ROUNDED) as seen in displacement maps
(Overall Strain = Force / Observed equals stretch) wording comes from how the
measurements are taken. C shows multilayer and device, D and E show unit structure
flexibility and application to produce layer offset unit cells for tissue in NPR and zero PR
configurations. Scale bar = 1 mm

To justify implementation of scaffolds as supporting structures for living
tendon and muscle tissue the following in vitro studies were conducted with
tissue-appropriate fibroblast and myoblast cells. Physisorbed fibronectin was
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used

as a cell adhesive coating on

dry polymerized PAUA/IBOA

(BR7432IG30) structures. Though this commercial material likely suffers from
conventional polyurethane synthesis drawbacks, the polymerized structure
was soaked in chloroform for 10 minutes to induce structure swelling of 100200% in order to flush out potential isocyanates and other latent monomers
(e.g. IBOA), which may leach from the structure during cell culture. The
scaffold was thoroughly dried to remove chloroform solvent.

The coated

scaffolds were used to culture cells.
Cell culture results on these structures demonstrate with cell viability
that growth is supported, and with motile capability evident from cells spanning
gaps at this scale, that the architecture is acceptable for tissue formation.
Additionally fibroblasts and myoblasts constitute the majority of cell types
found in muscle-tendon transition areas. Figure 3.4A shows murine fibroblasts
adhering to a polymerized PAUA/IBOA fibronectin coated scaffold at the
planar face. Figure 3.4B shows mid-structure cell profiles elongating in the
scope perspective that adhere laterally to structure walls. This observation
suggests that fibronectin is coating side walls in addition to “normal’ surfaces.
Figure 3.4C shows that murine myoblasts are even capable of spanning
architecture gaps at 3 weeks time. Figure 3.4D shows acceptable cell death
that could be improved with another “green” polyurethane material in the
future. These structures were all seeded at a density of 2 x 10 4 cells/structure.
Surface imaging of the myoblast seeded multilayer scaffold for F-actin and
nuclei shows lateral wrapping transverse to elongation. However, deeper
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imaging of the multilayer scaffold shows cells flowing along unit-cell wells and
normal to the planar surface despite the layered pattern offset. Additionally,
multilayer scaffolds are less than the 500 μm recommended diffusion limits for
normal static cells. Figure 3.4C shows even muscle cells can span the gaps.

Figure 3.4: Cell adhesion and cells filling gaps on fibronectin coated PAUA/IBOA 30/70
scaffolds. Cell viability and assessment on PAUA/IBOA scaffolds (scale bars = 250 μm)

Multilayer structures facilitate gap transitions.

When comparing

fibroblast cultured single layer images (Figure 3.4C), which still have a few
gaps, to myoblast cultured multilayers (Figure 3.4 “Superficial/Deep”), it
appears and intuitively may make sense that the staggered layer provides a
bridging element for the cells. Noting that the cell types are different and the z
gap is 160 um. This may be better than the single layer approach, as there
appears to be no unfilled unit gaps on the visible exterior regions. Fibronectin
may be spanning the gap, however no floating extensions or cell bodies were
observed, which may indicate the cells span these gaps. From the Figure
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3.4Deep, nuclear stained cells appear to pouring out of the unit regions
(normal to a frontal plane) and aligning along the well edges. The superficial
cells seem to be forming a surface sheet on the transverse to the elongation
axis.

This behavior has been observed previously with cells while being

stretched.

Figure 3.5 A coupled dynamic auxetic skeleton scaffold (CoDASS) embedded in a hydrogel.
PAUA/IBOA 30/70 skeleton embedded in alginate. LEFT: positive to negative Poisson’s ratio
transition of embedded single layer after stretched and clamped at honeycomb region.
RIGHT: negative Poisson’s ratio (auxetic) region of multilayer embedded in alginate after
stretching.

In efforts to combine the region localized dynamic motion of the unit-cell
meshes, reduce the void space within the unit-cell, and apply these
characteristics to hydrogel structure without need for vascularization, a
“skeleton-reinforced hydrogel” concept inspired by Cha and Soman was
created at less than a 500 um thickness70.

The PAUA/IBOA multilayer

structure shown in Figure 3.4D was used as a skeleton scaffold that was pretensioned in a mould filled with photon induced alginate-acrylate prepolymer.
After alginate polymerization, the skeleton was found to induce a lesser overall
auxetic movement in the normally non-auxetic alginate bulk, while the bulk
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alginate limited the range of movement of the auxetic skeleton (Figure 3.5).
Depending on the extent of skeleton pre-tensioning prior to alginate
polymerization, the axial-transverse expansion ratio was constrained around
the ratio of the skeleton at that pre-position. The elasticity of the alginate
appeared to be the prime attribute to control the maximum extent of stretch, as
comparison to notably less elastic 3% gelatin-methacrylate showed internal
skeleton tearing at 50% stretch. Both gelatin methacrylate and alginate did
not show strong adhesion to the polymerized PAUA/IBOA skeleton suggest
that sliding may occur at the material interfaces. The alginate casing was
cycled 5 times prior to imaging. As cell structure dimensions are important for
diffusion, a sub-500 μm thickness was met with a multilayer to achieve better
cell viability. The multilayer alginate encapsulated sample was more robust in
response to stretching than embedded single layer skeletons. All (CoDASS)
coupled dynamic auxetic skeletal structures suffered moderate to mild damage
to the alginate at the clamping regions. The clamping mechanism crushed the
alginate normal to the surface at the honey-comb contacts for single layer yet
remained intact over the auxetic (non-clamped) region. Damaged alginate did
not remain attached to the PAUA/IBOA skeleton, indicating that the material is
not adhesive.
3.5

CONCLUSION
Dynamic optical projection stereolithography (DOPsL) was used to

fabricate functional multilayered, non-positive Poisson’s ratio tissue bio-
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scaffolds. The reiterative design capability of DOPsL facilitated improvement
of the classic “reentrant” unit-cell structure to accommodate the force and
dynamic ranges experienced at smaller scales, while also being capable of
using different off-the-shelf materials (PAUA-IBOA). Observation of unit-cell
mesh actuation was consistent with FEA modeling leading to hinge and strut
modification used to tune force-displacement curves at architecture scales
capable of interaction with cell sheets, as shown in the fibroblast and myoblast
cell studies.

In addition, reduced auxetic behavior was induced in bulk

alginate through embedding a 3D printed, dynamic multilayer auxetic skeleton.
Though more effective with elastic materials, dampened coupled dynamic
auxetic motion was achieved in a hydrogel-encapsulated-skeleton hybrid bioscaffold.

Despite reduced auxetic motion, such a hybrid structure

demonstrates another means to locally modulate movement through skeleton
confinement, which is potentially useful in tuning the axial-transverse auxetic
ratio of a scaffold for multiple regions of stretch-induced cell differentiation.
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Chapter 4: Composition Tunable, Green “Click” Chemistry Polyurethane
for Optical 3D Printing
4.1

ABSTRACT
Molecular variations of an easily tunable, “green” chemistry-based

polyurethane (GCPU) were prepared and photo-printed via dynamic optical
projection stereo-lithography (DOPsL) into 3D structures with spatiallylocalized material properties. Trimethylolpropane allyl ether–cyclic carbonate
(TMPME-CC) was used to couple the unique properties of two types of
reaction chemistries: (1) primary diamine-cyclic carbonate ring opening
conjugation for supplanting conventional isocyante-polyol reactions in creating
urethane groups, with the additional advantage of modular segment
interchangeability within the diurethane prepolymers; and (2) thiol-ene (click)
conjugation for non-telechelic, low monodispersity, quasi-crystalline-capable,
and step-growth co-photopolymerization. Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was
used to confirm these processes’ associated molecular products. The extent of
how these processes’ molecular tunability affects material properties was
investigated

through

measurement-based

comparison

of

the

various

copolymer compositions: frequency-related dynamic mechanical analysis
(DMA), tension-related elastic-deformation mechanical analysis (TMA), and
material swelling analysis were implemented. Stained murine myoblasts
cultured on GCPU slabs were evaluated via fluorescent microscopy for how
“green-chemistry” affects cytocompatibility and cell adhesion. Functional 3D
devices were optically printed with high resolution via DOPsL, thus
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demonstrating the capability to spatially pattern different materials in a
controlled manner. This novel, tunable synthetic process for isocyanate-free
PU is readily-applicable to light-based 3D printing technologies via click
chemistry, and may be useful for implementation in future biomedical
applications.
Keywords: 3D printing, polyurethane, green chemistry, isocynate-free,
click chemistry
4.2

INTRODUCTION
The rising popularity of 3D printing usage in biomedical applications has

renewed interest in photo-printable polymers with tunable and biocompatible
properties40,42,71–74. Indeed, many naturally biocompatible and covalent
polymer systems, such as proteins and polysaccharides (excluding DNA),
have been successfully modified into photo-printable hybrid polymers via
terminal acrylate conjugation or other similar methods75–85. These telechelic
polymers use photo-initiated acrylate polymerization to tether fragmented
natural polymer chains together. However, these materials are relatively fragile
before and during cell integration until tissue formation 3, making these
materials difficult to handle, suture, or implant 2,56,86, while also prone to
deformation via swelling87,88. Though hydrogels are a necessity in many
bioprinting applications5, the physical properties of non-hydrogel polymers can
broaden existing 3D photo-printing capabilities available to bioengineering89.
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Through increased accessibility to modular click chemistries, as well as
safer, “greener” processes to generate polymer precursors, synthetic
biomaterials are now better able to meet the varying needs found in medical
research applications90. PU’s elastomeric properties91, physical robustness92,
and low chemical reactivity have been favorably noted in bioengineering for
many years93. However, despite being integrated into several biomedical
devices1,93–96, traditional PU has experienced implementation challenges due
to toxic precursors and leeching97,98 of chemicals such as phosgene97,99,
isocyanates

100,101,

and associated degradation products98,101. Additional

difficulties exist in acquiring commercially-available photo-polymerizable PU74,
which hamper its use in light-based 3D printing applications. While there are
some commercially-available aliphatic polyurethane-diacrylate materials with
desirable properties, such as the industrially-produced Dymax® BR7432IG30,
they often have shortcomings. For example, the Dymax® material mixture can
be used off-label as a 3D-printable material, but the incorporated acrylate
plasticizer used to maintain flexibility is also acutely toxic102.
In contrast, the ring opening conjugation reactions of six-membered
cyclic carbonates with polyamines can create urethane bonds without the use
of phosgene and isocynates101,103–105. By functionalizing the cyclic carbonate
with an allyl group, UV light exposure can induce the terminal alkene to
participate in a radical-mediated thiol-ene reaction with a thiol group - this
functionalized cyclic carbonate can then be used to impart different
mechanisms and properties to the polymer. This thiol-ene chemistry has all
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the desirable features of a click reaction: high efficiency, simple execution with
no side products, and quickly-produced high yields106. As such, in recent
years, thiol-ene chemistry has been extended from use in bulk materials to
hydrogels, thin films, and lithographic applications106,107. A process for stamp
fabrication was developed for soft lithography by (A) casting liquid thiol-ene
mixture onto a patterned master mold, (B) curing the material with UV and (C)
peeling off the patterned polymeric stamp108109. Thiol–ene systems of various
compositions were printed via inkjet and cured with a xenon flash lamp system
to produce mechanically- and chemically-stable dielectric films110. However,
thiol-ene chemistries have yet to be applied to light-based 3D printing13,51.
Thiol-ene chemistries are suitable for photopolymerization applications – this
facilitates spatial and temporal control of the click reaction 106, allowing
assembly

of

highly-uniform

crosslinked

networks

and

polymer

functionalization111,112 for a variety of tissue engineering applications 113.
Maskless optical 3D printing has shown advantages as a mould-free, scalable
additive manufacturing method with high resolution and low alteration
costs35,47, which are important factors for biomedical applications.
Here, we present a novel 3D-printable and tunable polymerization
mechanism of polyurethanes networked with thiol crosslinkers via “green” click
chemistry (GCPU). The chemical tunability and physical properties of this
GCPU are investigated in controlling rigidity, flexibility, and elasticity while also
demonstrating non-toxicity, cytocompatibility, and potential uses with photoprintable bioengineering applications via DOPsL.
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4.3

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION:

4.3.1 Preparation of Diallylated Diurethane Prepolymer
5-Allyloxyethyl-5-ethyl-1,3-dioxane-2-one

(trimethylolpropane

allyl

ether–cyclocarbonate, TMPME-CC) was prepared according to a previous
report114. Bio-based cadaverine (1,5-diaminopentane, >99%) was generously
provided by CJ Biotech (South Korea). TMPME-CC and cadaverine were
mixed at a molar ratio of 2:1 in order to accommodate ring-opening
conjugation with cadaverine’s two available primary amines. This mixture of
TMPME-CC and cadaverine was vortexed vigorously for 1 minute and then
heated at 68˚C for 15 min, during which it was periodically vortexed. The
resulting product, diallylated diurethane, was used with thiol compounds for
photo-polymerization.
4.3.2 Preparation of Photopolymerizable Mixture
The branched thiol crosslinkers such as pentaerythritol tetrakis(3mercaptopropionate) (>95%), trimethylolpropane tris(3-mercaptopropionate)
(≥95.0%), and linear thiol 1,6-hexanedithiol (96%) were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich.

Darocur

1173®

(2-hydroxy-2-methyl-1-phenyl-propan-1-one)

purchased from Ciba Specialty Chemicals Inc. (Switzerland) was added as a
liquid photoinitiator to the viscous prepolymer mixture. Various molar ratios of
the multi-thiols were added to match the alkene bonds flanking the prepolymer
as detailed in Table 1. Each mixture was heated to 78˚C for 5 minutes. After
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heating, Darocur 1173® was added to each mixture at 2% v/v and periodically
vortexed for an additional 5 minutes at 78˚C.
4.3.3 FTIR Analysis
FTIR spectra were acquired from a Perkin Elmer® Spectrum Two infrared
spectrometer equipped with a UATR (universal attenuated total reflectance
crystal) 2 module. Liquids were placed directly onto and completely covering
the crystal sample window. Solid materials of various compositions found in
Table 1 were polymerized into 1 mm slabs and then cut into disks with a 6 mm
biopsy punch. Spectra from the face of material distal to the UV light source
are reported. Spectra from material-faces were shown to be consistent at the
927 cm-1 peak indicating the alkene-associated carbon-hydrogen bond. This
alkene-associated

carbon-hydrogen

bond

is

affected

by

alkene-thiol

conjugation and indicative of polymerization of the material.
4.3.4 Dynamic Compression Storage Modulus
A Perkin Elmer® Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (DMA 8000) was used to
obtain storage modulus and “lossiness ratio” (tan δ) compression data.
Frequency scans were run from 0.1 to 3 Hz at 5% displacement on 1 mm
thick, 6 mm wide disks of the various materials found in Table 1 that had been
polymerized via 365 nm UV light for 5 minutes. The frequency curve was
checked for continuity and the 1 Hz point was reported in order to compare the
various mixtures.
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4.3.5 Tensile: Young’s Modulus
GCPU films were polymerized via 2 minutes of 365 nm UV light into 0.32
mm thick and 2.2 – 2.6 mm wide films of various lengths, and then examined.
A Perkin Elmer® TMA 7 running Pyris© was used to acquire tension data.
Force-displacement curves were translated into stress-strain curves with the
caliper measurements of the material setup conformation. The moduli of
various materials were acquired as the initial slope of the “linear” elasticdeformation region of the stress-strain curve (SI Figure 4.9).
4.3.6 Swelling Analysis
The mixtures found in Table 1 were photopolymerized via 5 minutes of 365
nm UV light into slabs 1 mm thick, and then cut into 6 mm wide disks with
biopsy punches. The disks were submerged in chloroform for 5 minutes,
removed, and quickly measured to determine swelling characteristics.
4.3.7 Optical 3D Printing by DOPsL system setup
We carried out 3D printing of GCPU using the DOPsL setup as previously
developed in our lab12,51: 2D bitmap computer model slices are seriallyuploaded to a digital micro-mirror device (DMD) chipset (1920x1080, Discover
4000 digital light processing (DLP) chip, Texas Instruments) that display
dynamically based on z-dimension height. The 2D bitmap slice information
encodes a spatial pattern via tilting of individually-addressable micromirrors on
the DMD chip. The tilted micromirrors reflect the UV source’s light (Omnicure®
S2000) through condensation optics to a focal point on a controllable sample
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stage. Stage movement was managed with a stage controller (Newport, CA) to
change the optical focal plane height within the sample. A 320nm~500nm
filtered

light

spectrum

is

produced

by

Omnicure®

halogen

bulbs.

Synchronization of spatial patterns, light exposure, and z-focus with the
sample chamber was controlled by a desktop computer. GCPU liquid prepolymer was diluted 20% v/v with 99.9% ethanol to minimize perturbing forces
during rinsing of unpolymerized pre-polymer. The GCPU (80%)/ethanol (20%)
mixture was physically confined with a transparent glass coverslip coated with
Krytox® oil to prevent non-specific adhesion, and PDMS sheets to eliminate
potential oil contamination during cellular structure printing. The material was
polymerized with 365 nm UV light for 45 to 90 seconds. Various GCPU
structures were constructed by sequential photopolymerization of different
GCPU/ethanol pre-polymer mixtures, thus creating structures with multiple
material properties.
The printed 3D structures using GCPU were rinsed with ethanol (99%),
heated at 68˚C for 15 min, and then transferred to a room temperature
vacuum chamber for 24 hours. The GCPU structures were sputter coated with
carbon and imaged via a field emission environmental microscope (FEI XL30
ESEM FEG). Images were acquired in electron scattering mode at 10kV.
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4.3.8 Biocompatibility of GCPU Material Slab Construction
GCPU square slabs were photopolymerized via the DOPsL system for
60 seconds at 6W/cm2. They were then rinsed with ethanol, heated at 68˚C for
10 minutes, and placed in a room temperature vacuum chamber for 24 hours.
Half of these materials were removed for fibronectin physisorbtion coating at a
concentration of 1mg/mL dispensed directly onto the sample surface, and then
allowed to incubate for 24 hours at 4˚C protected from light. Afterwards, they
were transferred to a vacuum chamber at room temperature for an additional
48 hours. The dry samples were exposed to 365 nm UV light for ~30 minutes
prior to use.
Murine myoblast (C3H/10T1/2, Clone 8, CCL-226™) cells from ATCC®
were cultured based on ATCC guidelines. The growth medium consisted of
high glucose DMEM (Gibco), (inactivated) fetal bovine serum (10% v/v)
(Hyclone), and L-glutamine (1%) (Gibco). Penicillin/streptomycin (50 units/mL)
(Gibco) was added to the culture medium used during material-cell incubation.
Cells were incubated at 37˚C with a gas mixture of 5% CO 2 and were subcultured prior to confluence. Cells were used at passage 6 and seeded on
both fibronectin-coated (physisorbed) and naked 050-050-000 GCPU slabs.
The GCPU 050-050-000 slabs were seeded with a 10 uL drop containing 2 x
104 cells and then incubated for 20 minutes at 37˚C, after which the sample
wells were carefully flooded to fully submerge the slab in complete growth
medium.
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C2C12’s were seeded on polymerized GCPU 050-050-000 with and
without fibronectin coating. A LIVE/DEAD® Viability/Cytotoxicity kit for
mammalian cells from Thermo Fisher Scientific was used to assess
cytotoxicity on culture days 3 and 5. The culture media of each sample was
removed and rinsed 3 times with an equivalent volume of DPBS (pH 7.4)
before adding 150 µL of a cell-staining solution containing 2 µM calcein AM
and 4 µM ethidium bromide in DPBS (Gibco) as per Thermo Fisher guidelines.
The cells were covered from light and then incubated with the staining solution
at room temperature for 30 minutes. After incubation, the cell staining solution
was removed, rinsed with 3 equivalent volumes of DPBS (pH 7.4), and then
imaged using a Leica DMI 6000B microscope at the 10x objective, with tiling
functionality. Bright field and fluorescent images were taken, and a longer
exposure time for the ethidium dye was used to enhance imaging of any dead
cells against the fluorescent background.
4.4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

4.4.1 Functional Diurethane Prepolymer and Polyurethane Copolymers
The ring opening conjugation -of six-membered cyclic carbonate with
amines has attracted attention over the use of five-membered chemistries in
producing PUs without phosgene and isocyanate103,105,115,116, due to the more
reactive and thermodynamically-favorable reaction involved115. Figure 1 shows
an easily-tunable, “green” thiol-ene click-chemistry synthesis of PU using
TMPME-CC. There are two sequential reaction steps, consisting of an initial
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reaction of amines to produce diurethane, after which UV light is used to
facilitate crosslinking and thiol-ene polymerization. Urethane groups can be
generated from a catalyst-free thermal reaction of TMPME-CC with an amine
group, and the allyl functional group can be used to attach various thiols
capable of imparting different properties to the polymer.

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the GCPU copolymer polymerization system chemistry. Synthesis of
diallyl urethane prepolymer from diamine and TMPME-CC by heating, followed by UV-photoinitiated free radical thiol-ene polymerization with branched variable thiol crosslinkers, to
create a 3D polymer network.
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Various polyamine linkers, including biogenic materials such as
putrescine, cadaverine, spermidine, and spermine, which are non-toxic
biogenic metabolites in essential biosynthesis pathways, can be used to affect
the degree of crosslinking117,118, site-specific degradation, as well as the
physical properties of the resulting polymers. In this study, cadaverine was
used in this material comparison due to its structural simplicity and ubiquity as
lysine’s decarboxylation product in protein putrefaction. The cyclic carbonate
ring opening of TMPME-CC does not require phosgene, nor does the reaction
to obtain the “green” alkene monomer linker (allylated direthane prepolymer) in
Figure 4. 1 require any isocyanate or additional catalysts, although the
reaction was accelerated with heating (70˚C). This reaction uses a 2:1 molar
ratio of TMPMECC to cadaverine. The resulting alkene-functionalized
diurethane was incorporated with various ratios of branched multi-thiols, and
then photopolymerized via UV light into thiol-ene crosslinked PUs.
FTIR spectra of the products and reactants were used to confirm
transformation of functional groups (Fig.2). The formation of diurethane from
ring opening of TMPME-CC with polyamine was monitored with a peak at
1752 cm-1. As this cyclic carbonate-associated carbonyl peak (Fig. 2b)
diminishes, a new carbonyl peak from urethane formation appears at 1695 cm1,

which coincides with the appearance of a broad hydroxyl peak (3200-3600

cm-1) and is characteristic of ring opening at the carbonate linkage (Fig. 2c)
with an amine to form the diurethane monomer.
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Figure 4.2: FTIR spectra of molecular precursors and products. (a) cadaverine heated with (b)
TMPME-CC [5-allyloxyethyl-5-ethyl-1,3-dioxane-2-one (trimethylolpropane allyl ether–
cyclocarbonate)] to create (c) diallyl urethane confirmed with replacement of cyclic-carbonate
peaks with urethane (O=C-N) and hydroxyl (-OH) peaks. (d) (3SH) = trimethylolpropane tris(3mercaptopropionate) mixed with (c) yields (e) and is exposed to 365 nm light for (f) 2.5 min.
(g) 5 min. (h) 10.0 min. The peak at 927cm-1 indicative of the alkene diminishes with time and
shows no difference between (g) and (h).
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UV-induced

free-radical

polymerization

of

functional

diurethane

monomers was inferred via the peak at 927 cm-1 (Fig. 2) diminishing with UV
exposure; this peak correlates to the C-H bond of the mono-substituted alkene
in the allyl group being transformed into a thiol-ene sufide bond. Fig. 2e’s
spectra (0.0 minute at 365 nm), demonstrates a maximum FTIR peak of
available alkene for thiol-ene polymerization, which diminishes with exposure
to UV light. 2.5 minutes of UV exposure shows a partial decrease of the
“alkene” peak, while 5 minutes shows a complete decrease, which was
confirmed via no additional significant change in spectra after 10 minutes of
exposure (Fig. 2h). FTIR spectra confirmed GCPU functionality as a
photopolymerizable PU utilizing “green” click chemistries.
4.4.2 Tunable Synthetic Process and Characteristics of Isocyanate-free GCPU
Three multi-thiols were chosen to examine crosslinking, charge
differences, and entropy effects on the GCPU: 1) branched tetra-thiol (4SH,
pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate)), 2) branched tri-thiol (3SH,
(trimethylolpropane tris(3-mercaptopropionate)), and 3) linear di-thiol (2SH,
1,6-hexanedithiol).
To evaluate the created compositions, we examined these materials in
a tetra-thiol (4SH), tri-thiol (3SH) and di-thiol (2SH) format as shown in Table 1
(Material 4SH-3SH-2SH), with a naming convention to aid in understanding
the data. The allyl diurethane was kept constant as a uniform-length linear
molecular segment using the cadaverine-only chemical configuration.
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Additionally, the thiol-ene chemistry creates an alternating alkene-thiol
copolymer chain119. In eliminating allyl diurethane as a variable and relying on
the documented alternating thiol-ene mechanism, the naming convention of
GCPU materials was simplified – we normalized the number of alkene-thiol
bonds based on the contributing thiol, thus weighing the crosslinking based on
source instead of merely the number of molecules. As an example: an equal
molar mixture of tetra-thiol and tri-thiol molecules will have the tetra- bonds
responsible for 33% more of the total interactions, and thus is labeled as
GCPU Material 057-043-000, which may not be immediately clear. Such
naming conventions are meaningful in classifying low monodispersity thiol-ene
reactions capable of quasi-crystalline89,120 arrangement. Table 4.1 explains a
common way to interpret the GCPU compositions, and facilitates normalized
analysis based on such factors as expected bonds, molar concentration, and
expected

crosslinking.

Establishing

this

nomenclature

is

critical

to

understanding the GCPU’s mechanical data and its mechanisms of tunability
for optical 3D printing.
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Description

Visual Representation

Table 4.1: GCPU Material Compositions

[Default Reference]

(RTC) Relative Thiol
Content

Relative Strand crosslinking (RXL):

Estimated percentage
of thiol-ene bonds
categorized by multithiol

Conventional
molar
ratio of ONLY multithiol variants

Available crosslinking to
a single continuous
molecular chain per
unit, given chemistry
used.
(yellow = crosslinking)

GCPU Material Mixtures

4SH-3SH-2SH

RTC-4SH-3SH-2SH

Relative
crosslinking %

strand

100-000-000
RTC-100-000-000
100
070-030-000
RTC-064-036-000
82
050-050-000
RTC-043-057-000
71
030-070-000
RTC-024-076-000
62
000-100-000
RTC-000-100-000
50
040-040-020
RTC-030-040-030
50
033-033-033
RTC-023-031-046
38
050-000-050
RTC-033-000-066
33
000-050-050*
RTC-000-040-060
20
000-000-100**
RTC-000-000-100
0
*Formed solid initially. Capable of being cut and handled. Reverted to a viscous drop
within 24hours at RT. Mixture not tested.
** Did not form a solid material. Mixture not tested.
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Dynamic mechanical analysis was used to compare compression
properties observed in GCPUs prepared using different ratio of thiols. As
expected, the most crosslinked GCPU (Material 100-000-000), which is
comprised of tetra-branched functional thiol molecules, was the most rigid and
least compressible polymerized compound. A 1 mm thick GCPU slab structure
of 100-000-000 (4SH only), when folded onto itself (180°) and pressed, was
observed to tear along the fold line due to the stress.

Figure 4.3: Compression testing by dynamic mechanical analysis. Compositions of thiol
crosslinker of GCPU evaluated based on mixtures found in Table 1 measured for storage
modulus and ratio of loss Tan δ. (4SH) = pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate, (3SH)
= trimethylolpropane tris(3-mercaptopropionate), and (2SH) = 1,6-hexanedithiol.

Meanwhile, the GCPU slab structure of 000-100-000 (3SH only), which
was instead comprised of tri-branched thiol, was nearly as compressible as
100-000-000 yet was sufficiently flexible to tolerate self-folding without the
tearing seen in 100-000-000. Both variants likely represent a quasi-periodic
crystalline structure previously observed by the Hoyle/Hawker groups as
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“pure” thiol-ene mixtures92,121, suggesting that the tri-thiol packing structure
tolerates more molecular-layer slipping. Material compressibility is related to
storage modulus E’ data, which evaluates elastic response. The damped
viscous-related loss modulus E’ response is statistically proportional to the
storage modulus across both tri-thiol and tetra-thiol GCPU materials, therefore
providing a moderately consistent tan δ, “ratio of loss,” for these materials at
room temperature (Table1 and Fig. 3). Mixtures of 4SH-3SH show slightly
higher room temperature tan δ values, illustrating a peak shift towards higher
temperature with molecular species entropy. This data is consistent with
Senyurt et. al., whom showed a similar relation to network “disorder” using the
same tri-thiol, but instead varied the copolymer with ratios of two different
length alkene molecules120. The “pure” longer alkene molecule permitted
greater entropy, and revealed a low, broad tan δ curve with a peak shifted into
higher temperatures. Since the tetra- and tri- thiols used for GCPU have the
same arm structure, and pure tri-thiol tan δ values return to pure tetra-thiol tan
δ values, greater disorder in the periodic structure likely occurs due to
molecular packing differences in tetra/tri-thiol mixtures. GCPU material 050050-000, where half the supporting bonds are tetra- crosslinked and half are
tri- crosslinked, revealed interesting information about its internal organization:
050-050-000 was observed to be the softest and most flexible material with
the lowest storage modulus (Fig. 3) and comparatively resistant to stretching
(Fig. 3). Materials 070-030-000 and 030-070-000 were formulated in an
attempt to confirm this trend and reveal similar “softening”, yet the storage
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modulus data of 050-050-000 is more similar to 070-030-000 than 030-070000. This data suggests that entropy arising from molecular species
concentrations has a stronger correlation to storage modulus rather than from
the bond sterics of branching thiol copolymers. This also suggests that GCPU
material 057-043-000, or an equi-molar concentration of tetra- and tri- thiol
species, would likely have the most disorder, the softest modulus, and
strongest tan δ shift of the tetra/tri thiol blends.
The GCPU prepared from linear-thiol mixture 000-000-100 (2SH only)
with no theoretical crosslinking between chains (Table 1) was polymerized into
a notably viscous, sap-like liquid, indicating an inability to form a solid at room
temperature. GCPU material 000-050-050 yielded a temporarily deformable
solid, that after 24 hours, reverted to a drop-like shape consistent with the
behavior of extremely viscous liquids (SI Figure 4.8). Given these limitations,
the effects of linear thiol linking were examined through mixtures coupled with
tetra-thiols and tri-thiols. By comparing Material 050-050-000 with 033-033033, we observe the addition of linear thiol to a “disordered” system (050-050000) increases the storage modulus while having little initial effect on tan δ –
this is likely because the addition of linear thiol may contribute to alleviating
steric strain from irregular molecular packing. When linear thiol concentrations
are reduced from the 033-033-033 equivalent di/tri/tetra thiol mixture, and
tetra/tri thiol ratios are maintained, as seen with 040-040-020, the storage
modulus is partially restored toward 050-050-000’s values and the “ratio of
loss” increases. A higher temperature peak shift of tan δ caused by structural
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relaxation from adding linear thiol is consistent with Senyurt’s observations.
However, when the quasi-crystalline structure107,120 of tetra-branched bonds is
supplemented with an equal number of linear bonds, such as in GCPU 050000-050, the polymer behaves similarly to traditional acrylate polymers in that
increasing the telecheic monomer length increases overall softness. Thus, the
storage modulus is very low while the tan δ is comparatively high.
GCPU copolymer unit length and crosslinking frequency are coupled as
seen in the polymerizing mechanism of Figure 4.1. Thiol-ene polymerization
produces an alternating multi-thiol and diallyl diurethane chain structure.
Under the reaction conditions used, tetra-thiols and tri-thiols provide
crosslinking centers of uniform molecular separation92. Assuming ideal mixing,
when an equal number of dithiol bonds are introduced to a tetra-thiol-only
GCPU material, the length between crosslinking points doubles based on the
approximate interval chain length of [100-000-000] = 40 vs. [050-000-050]
=74. Comparison of the storage modulus data of GCPU materials 100-000000 and 050-000-050 shows ¼ reduction, while the “ratio of loss” increases by
about 4. This phenomenon is different from many telechelic acrylate polymers
where increasing the monomer weight does not influence crosslinking
frequency of the polyacrylate chain.
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Figure 4.4: Tension testing for engineering Young’s modulus. Compositions of thiol
crosslinker of GCPU evaluated based on mixtures found in Table 1 measured for elastic
deformation. (4SH) = pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate, (3SH) = trimethylolpropane tris(3-mercaptopropionate), and (2SH) = 1,6-hexanedithiol.

The stress-strain data details the forces required to deform or stretch a
given material (SI Figure 4.9). Figure 4.4 shows a general trend where
increasing the concentration of tri-thiol crosslinker reduces the force required
to elongate the polymer film. When increasing the concentration of linear dithiol, there is a stronger reduction in required elongation force. Materials with
smaller Young’s moduli tend to stretch farther than stiffer materials with the
same force, however the majority of the materials encountered mechanical
failure at the grip-material interface, thus their material failure data is
inconclusive. As seen in Figure 4.4 data, the more rigid tetra-only thiol Material
100-000-000 had the highest storage modulus and was resistant to stretching.
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However, we found that the mixed tetra-/tri-thiol Material 050-050-000 had a
very low storage modulus, yet was resistant to stretching; and the tri-only thiol
material 000-1000-000 had a high storage modulus, yet had high stretchability.
These seemingly mismatched set of characteristics demonstrate the potential
tunability of thiol-ene network to create materials with varying rigidity, flexibility,
and stretchability. The elastic-deformation modulus shows higher correlation to
the type of bond branching rather than expected crosslinking or storage
modulus as seen in Table 1.

Figure 4.5: Swelling analysis of GCPU material mixtures. Compositions of thiol crosslinker of
GCPU evaluated based on mixtures found in Table 1 swelling in cholorform based on disk
diameter changes. (4SH) = pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate, (3SH) = trimethylolpropane tris(3-mercaptopropionate), and (2SH) = 1,6-hexanedithiol.

The interpenetrating networks of polymers are difficult to examine once
polymerized because the repeating units are large and flexible compared to
crystals while still persisting as one large covalent macromolecule.
Conventional methods for understanding bulk crystalline periodicity often rely
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on deconvolution of scattering spectra from highly-organized, immobile,
periodic structures. To circumvent these challenges, we use the amount of
swelling to infer polymer network spacing and packing, assuming that the
molecular bonds between branched cores are approximately the same, and
that the intermolecular solvation force between segments of the copolymer
system is approximately uniform at equilibrium107,120. Because the GCPU
swelling data found in Figure 4.5 is dependent on the polymer network, there
is less surprise that the swelling data agrees well with the storage modulus
data, showing the highest values for tetra-thiol 100-000-000 and tri-thiol 000100-000 and the lowest values for 050-050-000 and other tetra/tri thiol blends.
This swelling data reinforces the concept that a space-filling phenomenon with
tetra/tri thiol blends is creating more dense and restrictive networks. The linear
thiol materials’ storage modulus data show slightly amplified ratios and larger
error likely because the longer molecular chain lengths between branched
cores permit more flexion. The tri-thiol material swells to the highest degree,
deviating from the tetra-thiol dominance in the storage modulus data. This
abnormal swelling behavior indicates that the interval between networkanchored crosslinked bond lengths may be longer than expected for tri-thiol
GCPU. Additionally, the storage moduli are high, suggesting an ordered
packing regime such as laminar or sheet-like organization. While this was the
only material where swelling tests were partially destructive due to rapid influx
of the solvent, chloroform did not dissolve this material even after 1+ week of
submersion.
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4.4.3 Biocompatibility of GCPUs

Figure 4.6: Cell live/dead assay: Murine 3T3 C2C12 mybloasts grown on GCPU for 5 days.
Green = Calcein AM, Red = Ethidium Bromide. (A,B) GCPU materials 050-050-000 were
tested. Uncoated (A) and physisorbed fibronectin (B) were examined to determine cell death.
(C) Culture plate control. Structures were inverted for imaging. (Scale bar = 250 μm)

Conventional PU production often involves toxic components such as
isocyanates and phosgene. The process for GCPU production eliminates
these contaminants, making it more suitable for biomedical usage97,98. The
ring-opening conjugation of cyclic carbonate with amines is an isocyanate-free
process, and creates aliphatic PUs consisting of aliphatic carbamates,
biogenic diamines, and thiols. Additionally, based on our understanding of
GCPU synthesis and structure, GCPU without physicochemical or charge
modification provides few motifs for cell adhesion. Since non-adhered cells
tend to die, we grew high-density cell sheets on GCPU slabs to test for any
potential cytocompatibility issues, relying on the aggregate cell-cell contact to
improve survivability. Figure 4.6A shows a GCPU slab tilted upside-down, the
cell sheet has separated from the GCPU slab and is falling ‘forward’ from the
viewer’s perspective toward the base of the plate. The living cell sheets were
in direct contact with the GCPU slabs, but adhesion was sufficiently weak such
that an air bubble was capable of displacing the cell sheet (SI Figure 4.10).
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The fluorescent images in Figure 4.6 A-B suggest minimal cell death (~3%) in
response to prolonged GCPU contact as compared to the control (Figure
4.6C) ~4%. In Figure 4.6A-B, the murine C2C12 cells on a slab of GCPU 050050-000 proliferate under aggregated cell conditions despite lack of strong
cellular adhesion and show little-to-no toxicity effects after 5 days of culture.
Physisorbed fibronectin (Figure 4.6B) did not substantially improve cell sheet
adhesion to GCPU, however the cell sheets appear to show less clumping at
the periphery. Cells from the surrounding polystyrene plate grew up to and
around the GCPU slabs, as many cell sheets were found adhered to the
culture plate. Based on the cell viability data, no acutely toxic effects were
observed with the GCPU.
4.4.4 3D-printed Multi-Mixture GCPU Structures

Figure 4.7: Optical 3D Printing of GCPU materials: schematic of the DOPsL setup (A) with
SEM images of printed GCPU structures. (B) A simple torque gear for dampening
accelerations. (C) A pulsatile-flow cantilever valve. (B,C) Left images: More rigid material
printed first. Right images: Compressible, damped, flexible, and elastic materials printed
second. (Scale bar = 500 μm)

DOPsL was used to photo-print different GCPU mixtures into 3D
devices designed to possess spatially-dependent storage moduli, Young’s
moduli, flexibility, and stretchability. Figure 4.7A shows the DOPsL system
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schematic: UV-light illuminates a patterned digital mirror array, reflecting an
optical pattern through focusing optics onto a moving stage containing GCPU
prepolymer, thus photopolymerizing a 3D object. Figure 4.7 shows various
SEM images of 3D-printed GCPU structures. Figure 4.7B shows a
directionally-biased semi-rigid gear with rotational dampening of acceleration.
The design comes from wheels of NASA’s Mars Pathfinder Rover that absorb
tangential shock, however the same concept can be used to absorb or
dampen rotational shock. The rationale is that miniaturized mechanical
systems experience increased force-to-weight ratios - as artificial implants
become more complex, they will require protection against damage to their
internal assemblies, such as a step-down gear for mitigating high rotational
forces. In the first stage of printing, the 30 µm wide radial support dynamic
struts, the axle contact, and gear teeth were printed with the more rigid tetrathiol GCPU (Material 100-000-000) (Fig. 7B). The unpolymerized 100-000-000
prepolymer was rinsed away, and followed by printing of the second
prepolymer, 050-000-050. The inner portions responsible for rotational
dampening were printed with the more compressible and elastic mixture of
tetra/di-thiol GCPU (Material 50-00-50) (Fig.6C). Material 50-00-50 provides
elastomeric dampening, better distribution of force along the struts, and can
prevent

out-of-plane

buckling.

Thus,

we

demonstrate

that

modular

formulations of GCPU can be combined synergistically for flexible applications.
Figure 4.7C shows a cantilever of gradient thickness with flexion points
that allow preferential bending after the application of varying forces. This
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design was envisioned as a valve for lab-on-a-chip (LOC) platforms examining
variable pulsatile-flow in vascular indication models, and is designed to
variably reduce the lag phase of fluid backflow during pulsatile flow. The twostep printing process used GCPU 100-000-000 and 050-000-050 for the rigid
low compression backbone and stabilizing elastomeric regions, respectively.
The varied regions of flexure reduce the valve closing time in situations where
the flow rate may change, such as when experiencing system dilation, or the
difference in cardiac output between infants and adults. GCPU’s low cell
adhesion properties may also provide an additional advantage in reducing
biofouling.
Here, we used DOPsL to spatially localize GCPU material-dependent
viscoelastic properties in a controlled platform. Combining DOPsL and the
tunable properties of GCPU provides mechanical solutions to circumvent
some existing issues in printing or attaching different materials.
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4.5

CONCLUSION
We demonstrated a novel process to produce isocyanate-free PUs in a

two-step synthesis consisting of a thermal ring opening reaction of functional
cyclic carbonates with a diamine, and UV polymerization of the resulting diallyl
diurethane prepolymer with thiol cross-linkers by click chemistry. Physical
properties of GCPUs from different combinations of linear and branched thiols
were characterized, and shown to be tunable, cytocompatible, and photoprintable via DOPsL, thus demonstrating the capability to spatially pattern
different materials into novel, biocompatible structures.
The tunability and characteristics of printable GCPU materials can be
enhanced by using other types of biogenic polyamines such as putrescine
(C4-diamine), spermidine (tri-amine) and spermine (tetra-amine) instead of
cadaverine (C5-diamine), to affect chain length and degree of cross-linking.
Furthermore, the green chemistry involved in GCPU synthesis eliminates
hazardous leechants such as phosgene, aromatic amines, and isocyanates,
thus opening new pathways for PU cytocompatibility and its use in biomedical
engineering.
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4.7

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
-(SI 4.8) GCPU Material 000-050-050 (3SH-2SH) Shape Reversion
-(SI 4.9) GCPU Stress-Strain Curves of Key Mixtures
-(SI 4.10) Cell Sheet on GCPU Slab Removed with Minimal Force

Figure 4.8: GCPU Material 000-050-050 (3SH-2SH) Shape Reversion: GCPU Material 000050-050 (as per Table 1 in the manuscript) solidified after 5 minutes of UV exposure and was
cut into 6 mm x 1 mm (D x H) disk, seen at one hour. After 1 day, the disk structure reverted to
a drop-like dome appearance. This sample was not mechanically tested but illustrates a
viscous liquid shape deformation over time. (Scale bar = 5mm)
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GCPU Elastic-Deformation Curves
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Figure 4.9: GCPU Stress-Strain Curves of Key Mixtures: Stress-strain curves of key GCPU
mixtures based on Table 1. Data curves were used to determine Young’s Modulus values for
comparing GCPU material property variations (Figure 4.4). The curves are derived from probe
force/displacement curves combined with measurements from the GCPU thin film samples.
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Figure 4.10: Uncoated GCPU Material 100-000-000 shows low cell adhesion via bubble
displacement and cytocompatibility: Cell Live/Dead Assay: Murine 3T3 C2C12 mybloasts
grown on GCPU for 5 days. Green = Calcein AM, Red = Ethidium Bromide. GCPU materials
100-000-000 were tested (uncoated). Structures were inverted for imaging. Image shows low
cell adhesion and cytocompatibility. Bottom of image shows cell sheet falling toward viewer.
Air bubbles displace the cell sheet. (Scale bar = 250 μm)

Chapter 5: Summary
Continuous projection stereolithography was shown to be capable of
creating 3D printed biomaterial scaffolds for mammalian cells. Relying on the
high resolution and flexibility of the DOPsL system, the transfer of complex
designs into various photo-polymerizable materials was also achieved (Figure
2.3). This capability enabled the printing of scaffolds that mimic natural
organizations of specific environments. As mentioned previously, some of
these natural patterns are residual artifacts of optimized physical processes
that have occurred in one medium and can then be transferred to various
other media. These efforts of transferring force optimized patterns with the
associated benefits of these material organizations may be useful to
recapitulate nascent cell environments. This fabrication method was also
implemented to create a dynamic multilayer auxetic mesh skeleton structure to
convey similar counter-intuitive negative Poisson’s ratio manipulations of force
and movement to an outer hydrogel skin (Figure 3.5). Spatial patterning of
biomaterials and localizing associated material properties were demonstrated
over various polymers, including hydrogels and modular green-chemistry
polyurethanes. The degree of pattern complexity in the above applications
provides a useful tool for manipulating geometric cues in a manner consistent
with the anticipated combination of both mechanical and biochemical stimuli
for stem cell differentiation.

It is our aim that this combination will enable

future investigation of fundamental trends underlying cell organization, tissue
models of tendon-muscle transition, and material choices for bio-scaffolds. If
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these actions are successful, the ability to grow differentiated tissue on an
artificial scaffold with information acquired from deconstructing natural tissue
may provide a realistic and sustainable solution for future artificial organ
generation. Synthetic methods other than xenogenic or allogenic harvesting of
ECM may facilitate personalized medicine with an alternate resolution that is
possibly less costly and raises fewer ethical concerns.

Figure 5.1: Reconstruction process of controlled viable tissue model from native tissue concept. LEFT: Deconstruction of natural target tissue. MID: Advancement possibility of each
individual technology. RIGHT: Reassembly of individual components into synthetic tissue
construct.
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Indirectly supporting this future path, printing methods are moving
towards reversible polymers which enable write-erase functionality and postpolymerization modification to create much more complex, tunable and
responsive structures. These added polymer-based functions will also permit
various material life-cycle phases, each with the potential for unique
applications that are based on scaffold construction. Additionally, in efforts to
mimic the naturally occurring extra cellular matrix, these materials often use
protein or polysaccharide components and have the flexibility for surface
modification to express protein receptors, signaling molecules, or adhesive
peptide motifs as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Deforest and Tirrell even
demonstrated a complex chemically-engineered answer to “reversible”
patterning by individually addressing each of these concepts with a different
chemical reaction122. Their multi-step chemistry approach uses azide-alkyne
cyclo-addition to form the initial polymer network, photo-deprotection to open
sites for protein addition, and o-nitrobenzyl ester linker photo-cleavage for
removal of the newly added surface protein. This technique was clever and
well executed when approaching the problem as individual challenges in a
step-wise fashion. Despite this technique providing a legitimately useful ability
to remove a newly added protein, a residual chemistry persists and appears
only capable of one reversal iteration. This method presents a reversble
outcome, but not a truly reversible chemistry capable of unlimited “erasing.”
The distinction lies in restoring the original state of the material, thus enabling
unlimited reversibility. The application of “unlimited” reversibility is not new, as
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liquid chromatography has utilized charge manipulation via pH and salt charge
screening for decades to separate materials (e.g. ion exchange, hydrophobic
interaction, affinity, and reverse-phase chromotographies) with truly reversible
binding. The difference with Deforest’s and Tirrell’s work is using covalent
bonds and photochemistry.

One limitation plaguing covalent addition and

cleaving chemical reactions, are that these reactions are fundamentally limited
to one site for one type of reaction when trying to maintain specificity. The
advantage is a very strong bond. In contrast, nature uses a strategy of
common building blocks, such as amino acids and nucleic acids to generate
virtually unlimited permutations of binding sites connecting with weaker bonds.
Complementary DNA strands use simple hydrogen bonding controlled by
steric hindrance (shape fit) from planar nucleic acids and generate specificity
from sequential serial combinations (a similar theme to ligand-receptor
specificity in proteins that inspired affinity chromatography). In this case, a
natural polymer, i.e. DNA, is used to define or encode a proximity of individual
site interactions and is capable of unlimited reversible thermal binding while
additionally capable of limited reversible binding via localized incident light123–
128.

As an adjunct, this specific hydrogen bonding motif has already been

implemented in synthetic polymers to demonstrate more immediate reversible
bonding from mechanical cleavage in some self-healing polymers129–131.

Another future technology concern involves scalability and resolution;
which are normally at odds, and susceptible to varying degrees of compromise
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depending on the application. Normally, as resolution improves, setup costs
associated with operating a parallel system increase proportionally to size,
with the additional complexity of the system communicating in concert
(registration, alignment) to create a consistent final re-printable structure. The
conventional

engineering,

equipment-based,

top-down

manufacturing

perspective tends to focus on initial capital equipment and less on innovation
of consumable polymers capable of self-assembly and light directed spatial
localization. However, these two characteristics have the potential to achieve
high resolution with increased scalability. Additionally, if selective reversible
printing is applied effectively to a self-assembly system, then some of the
existing known shortcomings of self-assembly, such as long-range defects,
become less detrimental to implementation.

Such controlled self-assembly

has been seen with DNA origami in addition to prion (HET-s) fibrils and would
benefit future fabrication methods132,133.

Briefly addressing the general concern of polymer chemical coatings,
the tunable specificity of DNA enables short nucleotide strand labeling that is
often implemented in the probe design associated with mass produced and
robust quantitative polymerase chain-reaction (QPCR) chemistries. As such,
DNA chemistry has an extensive established history of covalent conjugation
with synthetic chemistries to many material substrates as a surface coating
(amino-silanized glass, dendrimer nuclei e.g.) and to other moieties (dyes,
proteins, lipids) that function as labels, tethers, or transmission agents. As
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such, the chemistry for DNA attachment already exists and is well
documented. These characteristics point to DNA or perhaps a modified variant
polymer incorporating these general DNA properties as future means to
improve biomaterial printing.

With the perspective that DNA exhibits many characteristics desired in
future high resolution, self-assembling, sequence editable, photo-responsive
polymers capable of surface molecule addition while possessing an inherent
photo-chemistry involving thymine dimers, we looked at using simple DNA as
a reversible photopolymer.

Heller’s group in 2016 showed a double write

system for DNA that was able to print layers using thymine dimerization to
interfere with oligonucleotide annealing134.

Using this concept, we used

DOPsL to pattern thymine-dimerization on the Heller group’s single stranded
thymine 24-mer DNA [T(24)ssDNA] coated glass substrate. As expected, we
show patterned dimerization with DOPsL in Figure 5.2 and thus demonstrate
the feasibility of DNA layer printing on DOPsL with the Heller group’s concept.
Similar chemistries like cinnamate incorporation into the oligonucleotide have
been utilized to lock a binding state, as being permanently bound or unbound.
Despite, not being reversible, cinnamate-DNA photochemistry is covalent,
demonstrating another method capable of use in DNA photolithography that
further supports the flexibility of DNA as a photopolymer135. To make this
polymer chemistry truly reversible, a multi-repeatable-reversible step is
required. To clarify, this contrasts many chemistries that merely utilize
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cleavage reactions, which provide an irreversible step that reverses a previous
action, only once 122,136.

Figure 5.2: Fluorescent microscope image (LEFT) of amino-silanized glass reacted with bis
(sulfosuccinimidyl) suberate (BSS) and 5”amino-linked thymine 24-mer ssDNA oligonucleotides, after exposure to an unfiltered high-energy light spectrum of ~250nm-500nm from
a halogen bulb (Omincure S2000) for 15 minutes (of summed serial exposure) in a DOPsL
projected pattern. Hybridization with Cy3 labeled adenosine 24-mer ssDNA oligonucleotides
reveals binding interference in the area of the projected light pattern. Digital pattern loaded to
DOPsL (RIGHT). White pixels represent micromirror activation to project light to sample stage.

Fortunately for this proposed DNA concept, thymine dimers can be
reversed with specific enzymes. Despite mammalian error-checking system
pathways where thymine dimers (T<>T) are excised and replaced using the
complementary DNA strand as a template, bacteria can reverse T<>T with
specific enzymes in combination with an energy storage molecule and lower
energy light137.

While trying to understand ways to combat the effects of

photo-induced DNA damage from a worsening ozone-depleted solar light
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spectrum, Sancar 2001 shows in multiple works the efficiency of particular
isolated bacterial cryptochromes to reverse various T<>T products when
exposed to 366nm blue light (as part of bacterial photo-reactivation). Some of
these cryptochromes were photolyases from Vibrio cholerae that were specific
to reversing cyclobutyl-pyrimidine (CPD) thymine dimer products128.

While

other proteins are responsible for other, and sometimes multiple, dimer
products, the protein isolated from UNC-2001 plasmid appears to be the most
efficient and specific to CPD products. The CPD product was selected as the
most promising T<>T for this DNA polymer application for a few reasons.
CPD’s are less likely to confer retained biological gene mutations than 6-4
dimer products under some circumstances suggesting that CPD are more
available for enzymatic binding or more deviant from normal DNA and thus
biologically more “noticeable,” for cleavage and removal than other dimer
products. Intuitively this follows as the strained butyl ring of the CPD structure
possesses a higher steric hindrance, and more greatly perturbs the DNA
sugar-phosphate backbone, which impedes complementary strand binding.
As Sancar’s isolated photolyase from V. cholerae was capable of dark
reaction binding and a strong potential catalyst for nearly unlimited reversible
binding of DNA T<>T CPD products, we chose to examine DOPsL for
implementation in the capacity to spatially localize different spectrums of light
for DNA photo-chemistry. Designed single-strand ssDNA fragments purchased
from IDT (Integrated DNA Technologies) were exposed to the full spectrum
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irradiation from the DOPsL light source in tris-EDTA buffer (1x). The samples
were mixed with the respective complementary DNA strand and run as a high
resolution melt curve (HRM) via a quantitative polymerase chain reaction
instrument (QPCR- IlLumina Eco).

This assay uses the change in light

intensity from a double strand dsDNA inter-collating SYBR dye to infer the
annealing temperature, and thus indicate a change in binding affinity between
strands caused by T<>T’s. The complement DNA fragment with one thymine
pair annealed at 58°C as a negative control. Exposure of the DNA strands of
this fragment to full spectrum (~250 nm – 600 nm) light prior to mixing, yielded
multiple broad products peaks annealing at 55°C and 60°C. These results
noticeably differ from the results of the positive control designed to emulate
binding-inhibition of the thymine dimerization, which show a single narrow
peak melting 49°C, as seen in supporting information Figure SI 5.5.
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Figure 5.3: Derivative melt curve of ssDNA oligonucleotides individually exposed to 313 nm
light. (oli1+oli2 individually exposed to UV for 0,5,10,15 min / Blue, Green, Pink, Maroon); (oli3
only UV for 0,15 min / Yellow, Gray); (Red = oli 1 only UV min); (Lavender = oli 2+ oli 3 UV
0min); 5’-3’ Oligonucleotide 1:GCA GTA CGT TAG TGA CAC G / Oligo 2-CGT GTC ACT AAC
GTA CTG C / Oligo 3-CGT GTC ACT GCC GTA CTG C. Oligos 2 and 3 compliment oligo 1
except at underlined regions. Evagreen dye (1x) used without polymerase at 10 µL reaction
volume. ssDNA quantity constant between samples at 1 µg/well.
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Figure 5.4: Derivative melt curve to identify action at 313nm on a single strand: Blue =
oli1+oli2 0 min 313nm, pink = oli1+oli2 exposed to 313nm 15 min / maroon = oli1+oli2 and
only primer 2 exposed to 313nm 15 min / lavender = oli1+oli3 0 min 313 nm. 5’-3’
Oligonucleotide 1:GCA GTA CGT TAG TGA CAC G / Oligo 2-CGT GTC ACT AAC GTA CTG
C / Oligo 3-CGT GTC ACT GCC GTA CTG C. Oligos 2 and 3 compliment oligo 1 except at
underlined regions. Evagreen dye (1x) used without polymerase at 10 µL reaction volume.

This approximation of a positive CPD experimental control was
designed as a dual sequential nucleotide mismatch at the thymine dimer site
with the same complementary strand. As expected, this control only focuses
on hydrogen binding interference at the effective location, while excluding
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some critical aspects; axial nucleotide alignment caused by the cyclo-butyl ring
of CPD, which disrupts the sugar-phosphate backbone, and any partial
hydrogen bonding by the nucleotide bases tilted to accommodate formation of
the cyclo-butyl ring.

Despite these differences, the experimental sample

should more closely match the positive control and not reveal multiple peaks.
Though HRM derivative peaks are dependent on the concentration of species
in solution, concentration changes of 10 fold at the tested concentration in
buffer, yields a derivative peak with less than one degree of difference (Figure
SI 5.6).

The culmination of this evidence suggested that an unfiltered

spectrum was insufficient to produce a useable photoproduct for reversible
DNA photochemistry. Influenced by Matsunaga 1991123, 313 nm light was
chosen to transform the ssDNA containing the thymine dimer pair to reveal a
single narrower-peak product annealing 5°C cooler from the negative control
which indicated weaker binding affinity to the complement strand and thought
to be caused by T<>T disruption (Figure 5.3). This 5°C value is closer to the
2.3˚C / nucleotide approximation from the IDT algorithm (2.3˚C x 2 bases =
4.6˚C) and indicates a hydrogen-bonding disruption similar to the experimental
positive control. DNA strands not containing a sequential thymine pair do not
appear to have binding affected by 313 nm radiation during the 15 minutes
exposure time with the filtered halogen lamp source as seen in Figure 5.4,
where ssDNA containing the 313 nm irradiated thymine pair was mixed with
the non-irradiated complementary DNA strand to yield a similar melting
product as found in Figure 5.3. Based on this work, DOPsL is capable of
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transforming normal DNA with sequential thymine nucleotides into a single
“non-binding” state thermal product, while not affecting non-sequential thymine
pairs and demonstrating programmed specificity. Based on Matsunga’s work,
this “non-binding” thermal product should be capable of numerous reversible
cycles via Sancar’s V. cholerae photolyase (VcPhr). VcPhr may provide true
reversibility for DNA or a DNA analogue polymer that has never been seen
before in 3D fabrication.

Personalized medicine also would benefit from inexpensive receptor
fabrication. Conventional means of procuring protein receptors for efficacy
assays, such as ELISA (enzyme linked immune-sorbent assays) involve
animal harvesting or transgenic host cells [e.g. E. coli, Chinese hamster ovary
(CHO), or insect lines]. Both means are moderately expensive and can be
complicated by host post-translational modification (e.g. glycosylation).
However, nucleic acid aptamers might provide a possible answer. Originating
from a natural biological mechanism of folded mRNA which interacts with
riboswitches for epigenomic regulation, increasingly more synthetic aptamer
variants have been used to bind other protein receptors. Even DNA has been
used to form suitable shape and charge permutations to function in receptor
binding. Aptamers are a strong candidate for future involvement in receptors
for biosensors, substrate ligands for lab-on-chip devices, and regenerative
medicine to up-regulate genes in natural or artificial tissue. This permutation
based iterative selection process has already shown use in devices and
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sensors with thrombin interaction normally involved in clotting138–140. Given
the sequence tunable nature of DNA aptamers, combination with photoinduced T<>T binding interference has legitimate potential to create a truly
reversible ligands that can be designed to fit virtually any receptor site via
SERRS screening141. By inserting or substituting a single thymine nucleotide
next to an existing thymine within a non-loop, bound aptamer region and
adding a complementary adenine in the corresponding structure arm of the
aptamer, the aptamer can be tuned to destabilize that region with exposure to
313 nm light. Repeated in multiple regions, the aptamer can theoretically be
designed to completely unfold and refold, thus unbinding and binding multiple
times with 313 nm light, the photolyase from V. cholerae (VcPhr), 366 nm light
required for VcPhr reversal and possibly FADH2.

Though limitations of DNA as a future polymer for 3D fabrication of
biomaterial scaffolds do exist, most notably the issue of non-covalent
annealing, these hydrogen bond limitations are also responsible for many
exceptional material properties found in extremely elastic alginate and even
self-healing polymers. Additionally, these limitations can be remedied with the
existing DNA chemistries, such as using incorporated cinnamate photocrosslinking. Regardless, the immense advantage of nucleotide permutation
determined specificity to target material coatings with the existing chemistry
library of DNA conjugations can be leveraged toward a DNA polymer or a
synthetic DNA polymer analogue. Combining these existing properties with
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self assembly, sequence defined photo-reversible binding, and receptors
capable of switchable on/off designs in the form of aptamers, makes the
potential of DNA as a bio-scaffold polymer or similar material undeniable. This
is where the future of synthetic regenerative personal medicine lies, in a
concerted effort to fabricate complex 3D organs without reliance on animal
harvesting.
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5.1

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Figure 5.5: Derivative melt curve of mixed ssDNA exposed to ~250nm-600nm, unfiltered light
from halogen source. Blue = oli1+oli2 with 0 minutes of UV light exposure; Green = oli1+oli2
with UV 5 min; Maroon = oli1+oli2 with UV 10 min; Pink = oli1+oli2 with UV 15 min; Yellow =
oli1+oli3 with UV 0 min; Purple = oli1+oli3 with UV 15 min; Oligonucleotide 1-GCA GTA CGT
TAG TGA CAC G / Oligo 2-CGT GTC ACT AAC GTA CTG C / Oligo 3-CGT GTC ACT GCC
GTA CTG C. Primer 2 and 3 compliment primer 1 except at underlined regions. Evagreen dye
(1x) used without polymerase at 10 µL reaction volume. ssDNA quantity constant between
samples at 0.5 ng. Expected annealing temperature of intended product is between 50°C
(yellow) and 58°C (blue). Annealing present after 10 min of UV, however is not expected to
persist in oli1+oli3 combination with UV. Annealing product at 59°C suggests unexpected
photochemistry.
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Figure 5.6: Derivative melt curve of complementary ssDNA (oli1 + oli2) at various
concentrations 250 µg / 25 µg / 2.5 µg /0.25 µg per 10 µL well. (Blue/Green/Maroon/Pink). ;
Oligonucleotide 1-GCA GTA CGT TAG TGA CAC G / Oligo 2-CGT GTC ACT AAC GTA CTG
C. Primer 2 compliments primer 1 except at underlined regions. Evagreen dye (1x) used
without polymerase at 10 µL reaction volume. No UV light.
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